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WE MANUFACTURE MOULDED
AND SPECIAL RUBBER GOODS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION AND
CAN FURNISH ANY SPECIAL
RUBBER ARTICLE TO YOUR

SATISFACTION.

NEW YORK BELTING
& PACKING CO. LTD.

91-93 CHAMBERS STREET,
NEW YORK.

Send for our large Catalogue " M " containing
94 pages, with useful information. Just out

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

NEW ENGLAND GETS
FIRST SERVICE

RESIDENTS of Portland. Me., Old Orchard,
Me.. Saco, Me., Biddeford, Me., Dover, N.
H., Portsmouth, N. H., Exeter, N. H., Hav-
erhill, Mass., Lawrence. Mass., Lowell,

Mass.. Boston, Mass., and adjacent points, are now
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1gAn interesting illustrated booklet has been pre-
pared, describing in detail the invention, its
operation, its economy, its rapidity and its ac-

curacy. Mailed without cost to anyone asking for
Booklet No. 359.
TELEPOST COMPANY 225 Fifth Ave.. New York
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THE

Greatest Novelty
THE NEW

FLAMING POCKET LIGHTER
PATENTED.

Smokers cannot be without it. Handy
to light the gas, range, etc. Lights in
windy weather,. Cheaper and better
than matches. NOT electric. Pour a
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STORAGE BATTERY as cut, type R. E.. twenty
ampere hours. Size 6 x 6 x 1 inches. Without a question
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one negalive plate with lugs and binding posts not
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Collins Long Distance Wireless Telephone
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BY A. FREDERICK COLLINS.
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There has been a great deal of secrecy
observed in the development of the wire-
less telephone, but the situation has now
reached a stage where the general prin-
ciples may be made public.

Commercially the Collins Wireless
Telephone Company are manufacturing
three types of apparatus for the trans-
mission of articulate speech without
wires, i, e., (A) inductivity wireless tel-
ephones, (B), conductivity wireless tel-
ephones, and (C) electro-magnetic wire-
less telephones. In the Type A apparatus
the principles of electro-magnetic induc-
tion are utilized, and they are thereforesuitable for experimental, lecture and in-terior

purposes. The transmitter and re-

Zd there is

tor have no aerials, are not grounded,
between them,

absolutely no connection

U

O

0

O t°,

7 /4f OVA,.

-PECEIvER-

COM 005/.

In the Type B instruments the trans-
mission is effected by the conductivity
system, and consequently grounds are
necessary, but no aerials. By following
certain well-defined laws, the transmit-
ter and receptor can be placed almost any
distance apart. Installations of this type
are designed for commercial purposes,
and will give satisfaction over ranges
for which they are constructed.

The Type C equipments depend for
their operation upon electro-magnetic
waves and represent the most advanced
thought in the art of the aerophone. A
Collins oscillation arc provides the means
for setting up in the radiating aerial
wire sustained electric oscillations, and
these are modified by the human voice,
when they are emitted and propagated
through space in the form of electric
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waves. Impinging on the receiving aeri-
al the waves are reconverted into contin-
uous electric currents of high frequency
which, actuating a Collins special sensi-
tive thermo-electric detector,* reproduce
clearly and with precision, the spoken
words.

The accompanying dia.-ram shows all
the elements of the Type C wireless tele-
phone equipment for long distance work,
and with which we were enabled to com-
municate between Newark and Philadel-
phia, a distance of 81 miles, without con-
necting wires. The obvious conclusion
resulting from these tests is that almost
any distance can be covered by amplify-
ing the power of the sending station.

A NOVEL TELEGRAPH.
BY CALEB BROKAW.

FIG. l .

GERMAN SILVER

FIG U.

-or
IRON

1
T R

At first thought it does not seem pos-
sible that a complete telegraph set can
be made from a candle, a piece of Ger-
man -silver wire, an iron wire and a
telephone receiver. However, this is
the case and it can be made quite easily.

To a base 5x4x1/2 in. attach two up-
rights 6 1/2x1x1/4 in. Procure about
15 inches of German -silver wire, No. 16
or 18 and fifteen inches of iron wire of
the same size. Cut the wire in six
lengths of five inches each and twist each
iron wire with a German -silver wire,

sAhrvFnig.in 1,Figa.nd2.
insert

Bore ,

ning post. Attach o (;a biotedver wire to this post and stA, and run through a hole inr11 it toright. Then fasten the iron the
up,other German -silver wire and trheen b k

to

through "b," one inch below A,
untiling

postB
is reached,cbhee d,

placed.where
aTnhotehaenr:whsi:int:ddn.

portions of the wire are then bent as.'shown in Fig. 1, and a small
candle set underneath them. If nowwire be run from the binding post jak'and B to a telephone receiver,

a clickwill be heard in the receiver every time'the circuit is opened or closed.
The currents generated are known

as thermo-electric currents and areproduced by the action of heat upon twounlike metals. The best metals for this
thermopile are bismuth and antimony,
but as the amateur is not likely to have
these metals on hand, German -silver and
iron serve the purpose admirably. In
fact, any unlike metals may be used, but
not with such good results as German-

silver and iron. In using this "gener-
ator" care must be taken not to heat the
wires to too high a temperature, as they
might melt.

NOVEL SUBSTITUTE FOR
CONDENSER.

While building a small induction coil,
the idea occurred to me, whether I could

find a temporary suktitute for a con-
denser, none being at hand at the time.

I took a completely worn out dry cell,

as shown in illustration, and connected

it to the vibrator, A, and to the set screw

B. I found that the sparking on the con-

tact points was reduced almost entirely

and the "dead" battery did not interfere

whatsoever.

M.E

The scheme
have it in use.

Contributed by
14.)

Howard Becker (age

*See August issue.
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Experimenting With The Tesla Coil
BY H. GERNSBACK.

( Concluded.)

Another interesting experiment is per-

formed by running two fairly stiff copper

wires
parallel to each other and about 2-

4 inches
apart, fig. 12.

When the frequency is high enough the

space between the wires will be filled with

light, while the ends will show a flame-
like discharge.

Small flames are also

playing
continuously on both sides of the

wires. When performed in the dark this
experiment is very impressive.

A similar experiment is performed by
forming two stiff wire loops, of heavy
copper wire. The large loop is 80 centi-
meters in diameter, the small loop meas-
ures 30 centimeters.

Fig. I 2.

The two loops are placed concentri-'ally, one into the other , and both are inthe same plane. The space between thetw° loops will be filled with light whenthe
coil is in operation, fig. 13.An electrical

flame is produced as fol-
1 4's: Allow two sharply pointed rods to
height from the top of the coil to theelfin. of about 6 inches.
other

is of utmost importance that allaer metal parts are carefully coveredaeast 1/8 inch high with wax or par-sh,sne,. Likewise,
the entire top of coilutud be thus coated, and even the coil

box itself, so that the current cannot leak
out.

It will also be necessary to place the
entire coil on glass insulators to prevent
leakage into the ground.

Fig. 13

The underlying idea of this experiment
is to get an enormously high potential at
the two metal rods and to concentrate the
potential entirely upon the rods.

When viewed in the dark it is of the
highest importance that no brush or other
discharge emanates from the coil, except
from the metal rods.

Any leaky corner or edge must be care-
fully covered. Of course all this depends

Fig. 14

more or less upon the ability of the ex-
perimenter, and if his efforts are success-
ful, two flames several inches high may
be obtained, fig. 14.
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The word flames is entirely correct, as
they show all the characteristics of
flames, such as are obtained by gas flames.

These electrical flames are of course
not as hot as flames produced by the reg-
ular lighting gas, but if a coil was built

Fig. 15

sufficiently powerful, the flames could
reach a very high temperature.

This seems strange, but if we consider
that these electrical flames are produced
by the molecules in the air colliding with
each other with extraordinary rapidity
and force, the phenomenon is understood
much easier.

Fig. 15 shows the aspect of a thin bare
copper wire, connected to one pole of
the Tesla coil.

This is a similar experiment as that
shown in Fig. 8. In this case, however,
the wire revolves rapidly, forming a small
circle.

It is impossible to state here the length
of the bare wire to be used. Start with
a piece about 8 inches long and cut short
pieces off same, until the best results are
obtained.

Fig. 16

Another similar experiment is shown
in Fig 16. This represents the luminous
top.

A very thin, bare copper wire is at-

tached to one pole of the coil. Overwire, a glass bulb, as shown iner;,t,his
tration (closed at the top) ' -, Is P aced 0,the wire. If the potential of the-je;r,high enough, the wire will become

rehot and will also rotate very fast, dese
-ing a circle. In the dark the onlookerbeholds a revolving luminous top.

The "electrical wind," which is observ-ed on all static machines, can also be pro-duced by a large Tesla coil, if its potential
is sufficiently high. A small, sharp teeth.
ed-metal disc-preferably of aluminium
and about 1/64 -inch thick, when placed
upon an axle upon which ;t can turn with
practically no friction, will revolve with
incredible speed as soon as the coil is op-
erated.

Sparks will fly from the edge of the
disc and very often it will he entirely en-
veloped in light, fig. 17.

If we connect two large metal balls to
the terminals of the coil and place heavy
glass plates between them, it seems as if
the current was really passing between

Fig. 17

the balls, through the intervening glass
plates, fig. 18. This, however, is not

the case, the luminous currents really be-

ing produced by the molecules of the

air, which are made to move with tre-

mendous speed between the two halls

charged with the different polarities.
The electrical Phantom is shown in

fig. 19. This experiment is a very odd

one and completely mystifies the layrnal:I.

Two thin metal discs about 1 inch cIlfounde

ameter have their circumference g

to very sharp edges ; the sharper the bet-

ter. These two discs are connected
di

rectly with the two poles of the coil.

As in this case, bodies of very Oa.

capacity are connected with the co

same is in the position to develop

tremely fast vibrations.
When the potential is high

enough,

white threads or light rays break fr,7e

the edges of the discs. These raYs

sometimes of considerable length.
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If one holds
the hand against them,

othig Will be
felt; even if the hand is

'biroght quite
close to one of the termi-

small
spark will jump from

rilta. is' °IllY
A very striking

effect is produced by

the experiment
shown in fig. 20.

R. R, represent
two hard rubber sheets,

ab 1/4 inch
thick. A thin silk covered

woes

ire, No. 36, B. & S., is glued in form

Fig i 0.

of a name or characters on the face of
each sheet. The back of the sheets is
covered with a piece of tinfoil, t., t.
Both are connected by a thin wire, C.

The terminals, W, \V. of the coil lead
to the name or characters, as clearly indi-
cated in the illustration.

Fig 20

The
1, frequency of the coil is now reg-1.1"lted till the thin wire pasted on. the

1;kafter

rubber begins to emanate light.17r a little experimenting the point will
will where the name or characters

Ps traenttdy oeufftecbrilliantly, producing a

The experiments cited above are, of
course, only a few that can be performed
by means of a good Tesla coil. Others
and new ones will readily suggest them-
selves. Descriptions of n,:w experiments
should be sent to the writer, with a good
sketch, if possible. They will be pub-
lished from time to time in MODERN
ELECTRICS if sufficiently original. The
discoverer will, of course, get due credit.

The writer also wishes to state here
(although it was explicitly stated in the
September issue) that only a TWO-INCH
spark coil, (or a larger one) can be used
in connection with the Tesla coil. A
smaller coil would give no results. This
is in reply to over one hundred letters
from experimenters, asking if 1/2, or 1,

or 1 1/2 -inch coils could not be used suc-
cessfully.

Flg. i 8

AEROPFIONE PARIS -DIEPPE.
Three French army officers who have

been experimenting for several months
past, have been very successful in trans-
mitting speech wirelessly from the Eiffel
Tower in Paris to Dieppe, . distance of
150 kilometers.

Not alone the voice, but the sounds
of music, singing, and even the honk -
honk of an automobile horn were heard
with extraordinary clearness at Dieppe.

These experiments took place August
5 and 6.

Honolulu.-The recently equipped
wireless station in this city has picked up
several messages between San Francisco
and vessels at sea.

We usually admire a "sticker," but we
cuss if the sticker happens to be our vi-
brator.-"Firs."
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EDITORIALS.
It affords the Editor great pleasure topresent to his readers herewith the first"Aerophone" number.As is most likely the case a good ma-ny readers were surprised at this title,and an explanation is due.We have grown so accustomed to theword "telephone" that we use it over and

over without being conscious that it real-ly means "far voice:t"
shall telephone you, butb y.

NtCillnouo

sa
wouldthink to say : "I shall far-bvoiceA short word has long beento express what is known en°1v need

name of "wireless telephone."erIt sounds decidedly odd to say; Tshall wireless telephone you,"
Or Ishall telephone you wirelessly."

The word "radio-telephone" expressesthe idea a good deal better,
but still

it

sounds strange if we say: "I shall radio-telephone you." Better would be theshorter word "radiophone." But it doesnot seem to sound quite right when wesay : "I shall radiophone you," or: "Ihave received a radiophonic message,"
Somehow or other ;t sounds harsh. TheEditor suggests the word "Aerophone,"

which not alone sounds well, and is eas-ily remembered, but expresses the idea
correctly. Translated it means: "air -
voice." In other words, talking through
the air, while telephony stands for talk-
ing over the wire. The word radiophone
does not convey tne idea that no wire
is used, while Aerophone does.

The words, Aerophone, Aerophony,
Aerophonic, sound good, and are to the
point.

As will be seen by perusing this issue,
the new word has been used almost
throughout and the Editor shall con-
tinue to use it until a better one is
found, or until another word is univer-
sally adopted.

The Editor shall furthermorebegrate-
ful if every reader would have theseind-
ness to drop him a postal card tiq
which word he desires to become um-
versal.

Results will be published in next is-
sue.

severalMODERN ELECTRICS claiming
records, with this issue adds a new onerecords,

its list. 'No magazine heretofore is-

sued an "Aerophone Number,, oLn_
"Wireless Telephone Number, the
or belonging entirely to MODERN
TRICS, leading, as usual.

A GREEN WRAPPER
means. your time is out. Renew ril.r
tsrvbesiyeription to -day without fail- P(3.s1.

tions..
no copies sent to expired subserlF5

MODERN ELECTRIC'S
mailed always before the first of.t A

.month. If your copy is not receiveii

isnenddueantoimtheerdrcooppyu:s a postal and we v/1
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Electrical Baths
ianying

The accomi
illustration is not

ia gigantic
sending helix to be used in

i

w
a many people tromfireless

telegraphy, but

t

t actually keeps
dying annu-

ally
thought this statement

the

lly. nev-

ertheless

:ounds somewhat
doubtful, but it is

o

truth.
A god many people suffer with a

dreadful
disease known as arteric scler-

osis, which causes the arteries to lose
their elasticity, and to assume a rigidity
medically known under the name of
"pipestem artery." Not alone old people,
but also the young are liable to be thus
affected, the patient usually dying
through bursting of the arteries.

While hypertension (another name for
the disease) can be counteracted by
drugs, the improvement thus effected is
only of short duration.

Hypertension is caused through slow
and poor nutrition, or where nutrition
has been retarded through intoxicants,
such as alcoholic or tobagic, or where too
much uric acid is in the blood.

Now the Frenchmen, D'Arsonval, and
later Mortier, found that by subjecting
patients suffering with arteric sclerosis to
high tension currents, the hardening of
the arteries could be actually stoppefl
and brought back to their former de-
gree of elasticity.

The patient is usually seated in a sort
of helix formed of heavy wire. The
cage itself has a pulley on top, as seen
in illustration, by which it is raised up
and down over the head of the person to
be treated.

High tension currents of enormous fre-
quency are then passed through the helix,
and the patient, sitting on a chair, is
bathed

His
torrents of the electrical

duel

is body
is covered with sparks

and brush discharge, in fact, he is thecenter of a veritable storm of fireworks.The strangest part, however, is that hefeels nothingmay whatsoever, and he or she
read or talk, drink and eat if de-sired. After 30 minutes the patient

e'nves the cage, and finds the arterial
et1 very much improved.

bri._"c to ten sittings are required to
lig the tenston back to the normal

Tal7niletin:11)11:t however, is not per-
atient is out of danger

ere quite a length of time. As soon aspessary the treatment may be repeated,

and so on, till the patient dies of old age,
providing he does not acquire another
disease in the meanwhile.

These high tension currents have also
proved of high value in the treatment
of neurasthenia, weak nerves, brain fag,
and in practically all nervous diseases.

THERMO-ELECTRIC DETECT-
ORS.

Mr. E. Branley, the original inventor
of the Coherer, states that as far back as
1891 he used combinations containing
tellurium as detectors fQr wireless teleg-
raphy. Combinations such as tellurium -
steel, tellurium -silver, tellurium -gold,
also combinations of tellurium with mer-
cury were included in his experiments.

The usual arrangement was a tripod of
tellurium on a polished steel disk. The
circuit was completed through a tele-
phone receiver, and a battery giving 0.1
volt.

This statement is made in reply to Mr.
Tissot's recent description of his Ther-
mo -electric detectors, u§ing tellurium.

Mr. Branley furthermore found that
the action is not thermo-electric, as if
the tripod is provided with steel feet,
the detector does not lose its efficiency.

I
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1 2

M E.
2 WIRE AERIAL' 2 WIRER ERA L
OPENAT TOP CLOSEDATTop

Aerials

BY A. C. AUSTIN, JR.

3 4

3 DIFFERENT WAYS OF
CONNECTING 4 WIRE

AERIALS

Suspended Vertically, at an Angle, or Horizontally.

5

There have been so. many inquiri
from amateurs all over the country for

information regarding the construction
and height of aerials that the following
article has been prepared with the idea

of aiding the experimenter in the erec-
tion of an antenna.

The illustrations show a number of

different methods of connecting the wires

..T 'AERIAL
COMMONLY USED ABOARD 5.,F.

ri.E_

forming the antenna. The original Mar-

coni aerial, namely, a single vertical

wire, is very seldom used now, and the

idea of the net aerial has also been al-

most entirely discarded, it having been

theoretically determined that the number

of wires placed in parallel, as shown in

figure 5, are equivalent in capacity to a

solid sheet of metal or a net, and the

wires offer much less resistance to wind

6
IT

CYLINORicALAERIALBOX AERIAL

pressure, hence an aerial constructed of

wire is much easier to erect and much

less liable to wreck in a wind storm.

The following table will give a fairly

good idea of the necessary height of an

antenna to be used for receiving from

various distances,
although, of course,

conditions will vary in different parts of

the country and will also vary

2 FORMS OF AERIALS WHICH

MAY BE USED El THEP OPEN

OR CLOSED AT THE TOP

much when the station is in the

heart of a city. For instance,
the atitl!°c

has an antenna only 30 ft. high and 1011,

an Electro Lytic detector has been aj3),e1

to. receive messages
from a station

ba

miles distant. However,
this was °got

very favorable night, when there
nth,

much static and the ether was
practicare,

undisturbed. In general, though, ti.le is

ceiving distance of the authors
station

about 200 miles.
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(ON te.
APP f Ma Aerial.

Height

30 feet

5
feet

10075feetfeet

150 feet

200 feet

of course it is understood that this

table
is only

approximate, as stated be-

fore,
and a great deal depends upon the

construction
of the antenna and the ca-

paciIf ty
of the same.

the antenna
is only to be used for

receiving,
the insulation need not be so

well taken care of, but if it is to be used
fell taken then it must be highly

insulated
from its supports and at the

Approximp.te
Receiving Dis-

tance with Eicetro-Lytic
Detector.

150- 200 miles
300- 400 miles
500- 700 miles
800-1000 miles

1000-1500 miles
Practically any distance.

Fessenden's
Station at Brant Rock.

Point of leading in. In next month's is-sue we shall show some method of sus-pension and insulation of aerials, givingsctme Points on the care of same and anumber of methods of leading in to theoperating

{eIt might he further said that there areeryi few aerials much higher than 200, that is, from the instruments to theof the antenna, and these few areverY high power long distance sta-
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tions, such as Fessenden's, at Brant
Rock, Mass., where the aerial is 420 feet
high and is supported by a steel tube
three feet in diameter, placed on an in-
sulated platform. The illustration re-
produced herewith gives a fair idea of

Ship Aerial.

the aerial of this station, although the
aerial itself cannot be seen in the illustra-
tion ; the wires leading down being the
guy wires and the dots on same being
the insulators dividing the guy wires

Aerial on Yacht.

into sections. The aerial wires are sus-
pended from the cage at the top cf the
pole. The other illustrations give an
idea of the different ways aerials are
erected on board ship.

Miracles still happen. The postmas-
ter of Pottsville, Pa., asked us last month
to stop sending MODERN ELECTRICS to
N. E. H., of the same town, stating that
Mr. N. E. H. was dead. Of course we
were sorry and stopped the subscription.

To -day Mr. N. E. H. writes and com-
plains why we don't send him his paper.
Address is correct. Uncle Sam says N.
E. H. is dead. N. E. H. says he's not.
Who's right? Was Mr. N. E. H. in
heaven? Anyway, old chap, welcome
back to earth. Didn't like it up there,
hey? Next time you go give us your
heavenly address and your box number.
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Aerophone Tower

Aerophony, the youngest branch of
the electrical arts, is rapidly coming
to the front. While as yet largely in
the experimental stage, the art has pro-
gressed sufficiently to become commer-
cially feasible.

As is only too well known wireless tel-
egraphy, even to -day, is looked upon with
suspicion by the layman and even if one
goes as far in a demonstration as to
equip him with the usual telephone re-
ceivers, the faint and often indistinct
buzzes convey little to him.

Take, for instance, an owner of a
small boat or a yacht. He does not
mind to spend several hundred dollars
to install a wireless telegraph outfit, as
he thoroughly appreciates the importance

of being able to call up land stations at

a moment's notice. "But," he says
variably to the man who wishes to equIP

his boat wirelessly, "you know that I 0,

not an operator. I could no more take

send a message than send a wire to tocr

moon. I can't afford an operator
nor

would I care to have one on a
snail

would
like this. He'd be in the way' veii,

The "wireless chap" knows thiscilos,

bows his head and walks away-a°
es the business.

Next comes the aerophone n10.0 by'

brings with him a small box. tW00

one foot, and tells the man who

the boat to "pull out." the

Three miles away from the..-befr
aerophone man plays with 01'
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then switches over .to the 'phone
the land station. The boat

Per' Ho to the
, 5 the thing himself and is, of

coure, enthused at once.owner tries

fie can aerophone himself, and will
be his own operator.

When the aerophone man goes home

he carries
with him an order to in-

stall the instruments. This is now being

done every day
in the week.

Telephone Co., of NewThe Radio
York, who, as will be remembered,* in-
stalled the aerophone system used on
nearly all the ships of the Atlantic fleet,
now on their cruise around the world,
is lastly erecting commercial stations of
the DeForest system.

Our illustration shows the first station
erected on top of the twelve -story Ter-
minal building near 42nd street and
Park avenue, New York City.

The tower itself, 125 feet high and
partly constructed of steel, is a fine ex-
ample of an aerophone tower. Its
highest point is 310 feet above the street
level.

The horizontal cross arm at the top
is movable and can be lowered for in-
spection or repairs by means of a rope
going over a pulley.

From the cross arm a net formed of
eight wires drops down to the edge of
the roof of the building. These wires
form the antenna proper. Each wire is
composed of seven strands of N

o
20 B.k S. phosphor bronze wire, which be-ing very flexible and strong forms an'deal material forf an antenna.

The front the net usually faces
b.ount can .00f course be turned in any

wtanir-articovedesdired. The maximum dis-
thus far from the newt"rer is 75re

be
easily miles, but this distance canincreased as soon as more pow-

;;.!u.,,ioresinstruments
are installed. Dr. Lee;sent in Paris last March succeeded

0,'11g from theEiffel Tower, whichthousand
feet high, messages to a

demonstrationhundred miles, while
ssion before a com-
a

K

army and navy officers. With-r, while experimenting at Mar-]ley
connection

with the expositionin" " there, he succeeded in both
a dniisess_ ages and receiving replies

int sentaf of seventy-eight miles.as th."g apparatus, which is the
radi:_°ne described in the August

-tcs only about 1 1/2 amperes
ankle in August issue.

from the antenna. Direct current of 220
volts is used exclusively in the sender.

A novel and very simple plan has been
adopted to lead out the high tension
wires connected to the antenna. Only
two such wires are used.

By referring to illustration Fig. 2, the
details are clearly shown and should in-
terest the experimenter who does not
want to bore holes in the window pane or
through the wall.

A board 1/2 to 1 inch thick and about
8-10 inches high is measured off so that
it will fit into the window sash. The
hoard is then cut slantingly, as shown
in illustration A. The right piece is first
put in position, then the left piece. When
the window is shut on the boards a prac-
tically airtight and weatherproof fit is
secured.

TO AERIAL

Two holes are drilled to let through
two porcelain tubes, each about 18-20
inches long. These tubes should fit quite
snugly. The aerial wires are then
carried through the tubes. Leakage is
practically impossible with this method.
The construction has furthermore the
great advantage that the boards can be
taken off at a moment's notice .nd be
replaced in another window. No un-
sightly holes remain nor will walls or win-
dow be damaged in any respect.

It is, of course, understood that the
arrangement can also be used at the
bottom of the window if so desired.

The Radio -Telephone Co. is just get-
ting ready to install a chain of aerophone
stations along the Atlantic Coast, com-
mencing at East Port, Maine, taking in
Portland, Portsmouth, Gloucester, Bos-
ton, Plymouth, New Bedford, Fall Riv-
er, Providence, Newport, Westerly,
New London, Saybrook, New Hav-
en, Bridgeport, Asbury Park, Atlantic
City, Philadelphia, Wilmington, Balti-
more, Norfolk, Charleston, Savannah,
Jacksonville, Pensacola, New Orleans,
Mobile, and Galveston, besides other sta-
tions at intermediate points.
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this storage
battery a wire is led to the

Z. :tabe high voltage battery of the tel-

 cult as shown in the diagram.
.nhorie Cif ,

leads from the tuning apparatus

11:eretpectively
connected to the grid and

arto.-the negative
side of the storage cells,

It has
been definitely stated that the

Auction
is a potential operated device.

pm on the same
authority it is said that

the Authe
total

dion is depndent for its response

,,000
energy received, so the

;lass to which the apparatus really be -

is somewhat hazy.
undoubtedly true that the Audion,

stn in its best condition, is highly sen-

sitive and that it is therefore well suited

to ophony, But unfortunately the

sensitive condition is extremely diffi-

cult to find and still more difficult to

maintain.. Some Audion-tubes show an

edraordniary
sensitiveness at first, but

grow dull when in use. Other
are nearly worthless from the be -

gaming, anti none remain sensitive very

the Audion is capable of being devel-
oped into a really efficient detector, but
in its present forms is quite unreliable
and entirely too complex to be properly
bridled by the usual wireless operator.
The principles involved are of the utmost
importance, but their application is crude
and irregular,

The Audion offers another fascinating
field for investigation and improvement,
aad it is to be hoped that it will be taken
ep and the work so well begun carried to
a satisfactory conclusion. For acr-
oPhony a detector is needed which will
reproduce with fidelity the hif;her har-
monics of the voice. The Audion, when
Card* handled, is such a detector, but
the best adjustment is so very critical that
the manufacturers of aerophonic ap-
Pratus,_ have found that almost no
onnand for the tubes exists, and are
therefore supplying crystalline thermo-
!Wide detectors with their outfits. This
lart,_, together with the unsatisfactory re-
..Aluisfof tests made by the Government

DY one of the foremost wireless com-
m America,

tate that would seem to indi-
as yet the device is not to be

lore depended upon and is there-
hvt be used in the serious under-

rif atroPhonic communication,

that we have the Aerophone, to
X11 go the honor to invent the

e "Fin."

ELECTRICAL SURGERY.
By (P,k COKiiff-SPONDE,NT.

Surgery by ekeiricity is what is al-
leged to be per, it,le with a remarkable
electric knife just devised by a Berlin
firm of medical instrument manufac-
turers. The knife is now undergoing ex-
haustive trials at the hands of Prof.
Bier, the head of the university of the
surgical clinic, with al, view of demon-
strating its efficacy,

It is claimed for it that operations can
be performed more quickly and that the
healing process is more rapid than in the
case where the ordinary scalpel has been
used,

4-1,1-APIS
PI-ATINLON

GLASS

PIZ

Referring to our illustration two plat-
inum wires pass through a glass handle 6
to 8 inches long. These two wires are
made to protrude at the top for about
1/4 inch. As will be seen there is no
cutting edge.

A high frequency current is employed,
and, when this is turned on, a spark half
an inch long appears from the points of
the knife or probe. The spark incises
the soft tissues with the same ease as a
hot knife goes through butter without
any apparent cauterization, but Prof.
Bier's experiments have so far shown
that a more profuse hemorrhage ensues
than by the use of the common knife.

It is further claimed :or the instru-
ment that it sterilizes as it cuts, requires
no sharpening, and can be easily cleaned.

SPECIAL-To new subscribers we will
furnish free of charge all back numbers
(except April, which will he mailed as
soon as reprinted). You therefore get
1 1/2 years for the same price as the
yearly subscription,
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The Phono-Cinematograph
BY OUR PARIS

While the idea of combining the pho-
nograph with a moving picture machine
is an old one, the apparatus invented by
the well-known Paris constructor, Mr.
Gaumont, deserves recognition, as this
inventor is the first one to design a syn-
chronising arrangement, making it pos-
sible for the two machines to work hand
in hand. It further accentuates the il-
lusion of the so-called "moving picture
shows," and tries to impress upon the

Fig. t Fig. 2

senses of the audience that a real scene
is witnessed.

In other words, the phonograph of the
new arrangement will not yell "help" five
seconds after the heroine in the picture
disappeared in the river, nor will it say,
in other instances, the wrong word at
the wrong time.

Mr. Gaumont attacked a very knotty
problem when he tried to successfully
synchronise the two machines, and he

is to
which

be congratulated in the way in
he overcame the almost insur-

mountable difficulties. His arrangement
is the outcome of six years' unceasing
experimentation, and by persuing the
somewhat technical description follow-
ing, everybody must recognize the great
amount of thought and labor evolved in
the arrangement.

CORRESPONDENT.

The phonograph and cinemat
are connected electrically by

a multiple
cable. A telephone is used to

Connectboth machines.
The patented arrangement consists

two contact brushes, which are mounted
on one of the movable parts of the phono-
graph. They receive the current of a

battery and transmit it by means of spe-
cial contacts and wires on a very small
motor, which forms the main regulation

-

organ. The motor is usually mounted
direct on the cinematograph.

The current arriving from the contact
brushes of the phonograph operates the
motor at the same identical speed.

The armature of the little motor drives
the wheel 1, of a small differential, fig 1.
Wheels 3 and 4 of differential also oper-
ate the pointer, -5, of the speed regula-

tor, fig. 2.

Fig. 4

When phonograph and cinematograph

run absolutely synchronous, the cog

wheels 1 and 2 turn at equal speed in

opposite directions. Wheels 3 and 4 ro-

mtaoteve".standing," and pointer,
5, does not

If, however, the cinematograph
run:

faster than the phonograph,
pointer
3 and

0
change position and carry e

the left. If the phonograph runs faster,

the pointer goes to the right. To keep

the two machines together it is only Ilehe;

essary to arrange the speed so that
the

pointer, 5, does not move from the eerl

ter.
to

Usually the phonograph
wires

it,

have about five picturesb run ahead °,ion

as else the eye would get the ittlPre,s'ent

too soon ; it was found by exPer';:fir

that the effect was reduced when )4-

matograph and phonograph staltedd get

multaneously. The eye must Pr -

(Continued on Page 252)
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The Aerophone Station at Lyngby
BY OUR BERLIN CORRESPONDENT.

In the June issue the writer described
Poulsen's new aerophone station, and as
in the meanwhile great progress has
been achieved by the great Danish "wiz-
ard," MODERN ELECTRICS' readers willundoubtedly be eager to hear the latestnews.

Before going further, it might be wellto point out the great difficulties as yetto be overcome in all aerophonic sys-tems.

tAB

glancing over current articles ap-eharing from time to time in the press,
a-nedreacier is usually informed that suchsuch inventor

talked so and so manymiles wirelessly.
and most readers labo

has
wrong impression, that aeror-beenskiperfected in every re -

While
Wished. ,great things have been accom-
various

m
may be well to point out thefficulties

as yet to be overcome.
been"' hardest nut to crack so far, hasthe In.
Ln take icrophone, or transmitterdtralls

nu ttedthe vibrations of speech, tousebe

In fact, there is no transmitter invent-
ed as yet that. will take as much cur-
rent as it really should, and we usually
find in the present day systems three,
six, eight, and even twelve microphones
arranged in such a way that all the mouth
pieces come together in a single shell,
so that when spoken into, all the dia-
phragms vibrate in unison.

Obviously this arrangement is far
from being satisfactory, as a single
mouthpiece and a single diaphragm
would be a great deal more efficient, but
so far all attempts to construct such a
microphone to stand from 5-10 amperes
have proved unsuccessful.

The next difficulty which will hardly
ever be overcome, is that in aerophony
one cannot talk and hear at the same
time, as on a wire 'phone.

You cannot "talk back" or interrupt
the talking party, but you must patiently
wait till he is through talking and has
switched over to the receiver and you
to the sender.
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The reason for this is, that in sending

a great amount of current is used, which

would damage the receiving in-

struments instantly, if they were con-
nected with the sending circuit.

It is furthermore necessary to use
wireless telegraphy for calling, as calling
is not very effective by means of the un-
damped waves.

Fig. 1 shows the arrangement of the
apparatus in Poulsen's Lyngby station,

as used now.
W is the hard rubber window which

leads the antenna out, L is the lightning
arrester ; S is the double pole, double
throw switch ; G is the well-known Poul-

sen generator, in which an arc is formed
between a water cooled copper electrode

and carbon electrode. The arc is main-
tained in an atmosphere containing hy-

drogen and is placed in a transversal
magnetic field. This magnetic field has

a variable oscillating circuit for the pro-
duction of the undamped waves.

In the center the transmitter, M, is
shown, consisting of 8 carbon -ball micro-

phones, all connected in series. This
transmitter is in series with the antenna:

On the left we see the receiving appa-

ratus. The antenna leads the arriving
energy first to a variable receiving oscil-

lation circuit. Over this circuit a large

condenser is shunted, the latter being in

circuit with a thermo-electric receiver,
which is in parallel with the telephone

receivers.
Fig. 2 gives a better view of the re-

ceiving instruments.
B contains the primary and secondary

coils ; one can be turned against the other

at the will of the operator, resulting in

a close or loose coupled circuit.

The aerophonic transmission between

MODERN ELECTRICS

Lyngby and Esbjerg,
270 kilometers, is now in c

a di
stance

ation, using the system desocirrtdit
°Per.The transmission is not alonee- above,

sure, but it is so clear
and purePerfeetlY

can recognize each voice with easewithstanding the great distance.ase'
4t.The height of the mast is 60

the wave length 1,200 meters The

meters

ergy used is 900 watts, of Whichonl;
about 300 watts radiate from the an'.

teina
Withi. greater energy it was recently

possible to transmit a phonograph record

from the Poulsen station at Weissensee,
near Berlin, to Lyngby, a distance of 520
kilometers.

TELEPHOTOGRAPHY,
MODERN ELECTRICS readers will tirl

doubtedly  like to hear the progress

which Prof. Korn is making.
In a pre'

vious issue the writer described
the sYs'

tern of the German inventor.

Last month, for the first time, Dr'

Korn transmitted pictures
electric Ye

from Copenhagen to Berlin,
a dista,n,es

of 210 miles by air and about
390

miles

of

transmission was very
successful

of wire and underwater
cable.

from every point of view, large p , ,

ographs being transmitted
in 10-12 crl'alcn

ital.utes

from the Danish to the German.

art'

The evening before the orrnal red

deVe

ing of the station,
prof. Korn ,efote

a lecture describing his ysem L'a great

large assembly, amongst
001 royaltY

wmearneypressceienntt.ists
and even

the
loog

The line in use now
thefirst

distance telephotographic
istence.

is
sYste

to
0
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The
Construction of a Small Transformer

BY GARRETT B. LINDERMAN, JR.

/0 
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FiG. 2.

In looking over my scrap book I find
the description of a small transformer
that I once had occasion to make. It
worked so well that I have decided to
give the description of it to readers of
MODERN ELECTRICS.

First procure a smooth wooden roller
13/4 inches in diameter and about 10 or
12 inches long. Now soak several pieces
of cardboard 9 1/2 inches wide and of
any convenient length in hot water until
they are soft. Wind them on the wooden
roller to a thickness of about 1/16 of an
inch, fastening them with any good paste.

lace it in a moderately warm oven for
at least 6 hours, to get thoroughly dry.
IV hen taken out of the oven and off the
roller you should have a strong roller ofabout 2 inches external diameter andabout 9 1/2 inches long.

Next make two spool ends of any goodhard

form
Wood 1/2 inch thick and of the

nn shown in fig. 1. The two holes arefor
the iron11/4 core and should be about

of incheseac, in diameter. On the inside
sPoolhead a recess should be cut

about 1/4 of an inch deep for the accom-modation ,
has

been nicely
the roller ends. When this

done and the roller put inPlace,
shellacauiioew

very thoroughly

get about 20 pounds of No. 18

B. & S. gauge single cotton -covered mag-
net wire. Drill a small hole in one of the
spoolheads, near the paper roller, thread
the wire through this and begin to wind.
Shellac each layer, and when this is dry
wind on about two thicknesses of paper
and fasten with shellac. Keep on wind-
ing in this way until you have wound on
just 800 turns, then take out a tap and
proceed with the winding, taking out taps
at every 800 turns, until you have wound
on 3,200 turns. Be sure to keep all the
taps numbered, because if you don't you
will be sure to get them mixed. Now
proceed with the winding, only take out
taps at every 40 instead of every 800
turns. When you have wound on 5,000
turns in this way, stop.

The next thing to do is to get about
5 lbs. of No. 22 B. & S. gauge soft an-
nealed bare iron wire. Cut this up into
45 -foot lengths and thread them, first
through the coil, then around through the
lobes of the spoolheads and through coil
again. - When you get the coil and holes
in the lobes full of wire you will have a
very good soft iron core. Your trans-
former is now finished and should be
mounted on a suitable board of hard
wood.

Now you must get 25 binding posts and
set them in a line in front of the trans-
former on the baseboard. Begin at the
left and mark them in the following or -

(Continued on Page 254)
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3fipg'g Ebiturial Tutuntm

Went abroad last week on the "Mo-
ret

I tell you I had lots of fun.
When we were out about a day, and

after I had fed the fish and was resting
in my steamer chair, a steward came,presenting a silver tray, on which wasan envelope.

"Marconigram, sir," he said. I openedit. It read : "Come home at once.. Boss."This chagrined me somewhat, but as Iknew it was a joke of the substituteoffice boy who took my place, I wire-lessed back: "Will take the 7 :62 P. M.aerial subway. Fips."
"You know, of course, that the `Mo-retania' has a wireless station on board,and I bet that they never had more ex-citement in that little wireless cabinthan when I was on board of ship.
I had brought with me a little 1/2-inch coil, a few dry cells and a telegraphkey.
My cage, I mean my stateroom, notbeing far from the wireless cabin, itwas an easy matter to c"ll it up. AsI had a small head receiver and a de-tector I could of course hear everything

they were sending.
The poor operators of course thoughtthat the messages which I sent, camefrom the sea, and as I changed the dis-

tance between my spark balls for every
message, they were naturally under the
impression that the messages came from
a greater or a smaller distance, as the
case might be.

The first message I sent ran thus:
"Moretania.' Airship follows you.Report where seen. Hot Airship Co.,
New York, N. Y."
IP Pretty soon they posted up bulletins
in all the saloons, and every passenger
went out with glasses to search the hor-
izon. Somehow or other the airship
must have passed us in the night. Atleast nothing was seen.

Second message:
" `Moretania.' Two passengers hid-

den in large trunks on your boat, trying
to beat their way over. Hold and deliv-
er to Queenstown police. Findem De-
tective Agency, New York, N. Y."

The captain had bills posted up at

once, requesting all passengers
the keys to

trunks,theiarllthe

p

two rascals

was a row,
to

and WI . 0 up

consented to open their trunks.never saw a busier scenealls
fin\aioluy

trneircs.

febut somehow or otherthe
supposed to be hidden in the trunkscould not be located.

I just then caught the following
mes-sage:

"Findem Detective Agency,NYork, N. Y. Can't locate trunk travers. Mistake. `Moretania!I then sent this :
" `Moretania! Positive men are onoretania.' Search smokestacks andboilers, also ventilators. Findem De-tective Agency, New York, N. Y."
When I saw the captain ten minutes

later, he seemed very much disturbed.
We weren't out two days when I dis-

covered that niy former boss, Flip Pick-
elS, of the "N. Y. Evening War Whoop,"
was on board.

What that fellow didn't do to me

while I was in his employ, isn't worth
mentioning. Suffice it to say that when I
put a harmless little tack on his chair

(on which he promptly sat), he got a
hold of me, and while we had an argu-

ment, he broke eleven of my inner ribs,
and kept half of my left ear for a sou-

venir. He also left several impressions
on me, that is, somewhere down
back and on various other partswn myof

Of course, you readily understan_01.

that I was not exactly in love with him

d

sent the following wireless: flange
d"Moretania.' Flip Pickels,

ous lunatic, escaped. Put in iro_n,sooalli'

161deliver to Queenstown agent.
ingdale Lunatic Asylum, N.

Y st_earilrerotWell, he was sitting in Ilis."
chair, smoking a cigar, when th on his
at him! Four robust fellows sat of

chest, while six others tied him .11,P,i'iciti't
course he raised a rumpus, but

1101`0 -

in

todo him much good. They put

irons all right, and when we forriest
Queenstown, later, he was th.e:
Pickel you ever saw in your 11f

(To be continued.)
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trrim Orparinti,n1
Selective Tuning

BY A. M. Cunt s.

With the multiplication of wireless

stations, resulting from its growing ccom-

mercial importance,
the necessity of a

tailing system inthe receiver much more

sharply syntonic than the ordinary

"close
coupled" tuning became early ap-

Flc. 1.
ANTENNA

M.E.

parent. This need has been met in a
variety of ways, some mechanical, but
usually with some form of tuner em-
Plqing an air core transformer, techni-
cally called a "jigger."

The jigger in its original form was
used by Marconi with his coherer sets.
It consisted of a small glass tube upon
rbeb Primaryand secondary coils of
fine Wire were wound, the secondary in
TIM3e forms being wound in a sort of a
PYramid to distribute its capacity evenlythr

4,1,Fliotrt its length.
lie original jigger has, however, been

r....?_rrid and an instrument of much
dimensions and coils, consisting of

ilYer of wire being substituted. The
form consists of two coils
wooden or cardboard frames.
a single layer of wire, and
inside of the other, a very

of transformer, The .di -
of those now used vary lm -

the largest having a primary 18
with a secondary two feet

in diameter, the smallest having second-
aries with a diameter of about three
inches. There are also two forms; one,
the one usually met with, having cylin-
drical coils, the other having coils wound
in spirals or "pancakes." In the typical
jigger the primary is about half the di-
ameter of the secondary and 2 1/2 times
as long.

The writer has, during the past year,
been experimenting with devices for close
syntony employing jiggers. One of the
first used was very large, the primary
about eighteen inches long by six in di-
ameter, wound with one layer of No, 14

copper wire; the secondary wound on a
wooden frame, eighteen inches in diame-
ter, with a height of about five inches,
with a single layer of No. 22 copper
wire. Both coils were adjustable by sliding
contacts, while the position of the sec-
ondary with reference to the primary was
also adjustable. The connections are
shown in Fig. 1. An antenna consisting
of a single wire about one thousand feet
long, running over the roofs of houses,
was used. The results obtained were
very good compared with the ordinary

close coupled tuning. Different stations
FIG

ANT,NNA

A- Two:sten
Me

in the vicinity could usually be separated

without much trouble, although there

was no way of determining how far their

wavelengths varied. But this instrument

was much more successful for long wave

FrgereNroot

S-VAAAOLZ INCNCIANCC
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stations, the writer being able with it to
separate, and read the Cape Cod Mar-
coni station 220 miles away, through the
Brooklyn Navy Yard and New York
Deforest stations, three and four miles
away, respectively. In this case, how-
ever, the differences in wave length were
great. Although this worked well for

\ '

ANTENNA

M.E.

Fla 3.

RE SPONDER

long waves, it was very hard to tune in
short wave stations with it, and on this
account it was discarded.

The next trial was made with a jigger
having a secondary about seven by five,
wound with No. 22 wire, and a primary
slightly smaller, wound with the same
wire, the only adjustment being a vari-
able condenser in the primary circuit.
The results obtained were more uniform
than with the first, but still it balked on
some short wave stations.

An attempt to produce a jigger which
would take in all waves went to the
other extreme, and produced one with
coils twelve inches in diameter by one
in length, fitting closely. This let in ev-
erything at once and was no closer than
an ordinary close -coupled tuner. Con-
siderable more experimenting led to the
adoption of a system which employed
two jiggers, three adjustable condensers
and a variable inductance which is the
most satisfactory selective tuner the
writer has come across.

The jiggers useed are the ordinary
form, wound on cardboard reels. The
primaries are 2 1/2 inches by 2 1/2
inches, wound with 80 turns of No. 26
copper wire ; the secondaries 4 inches in
diameter by 2 1/2 inches in length,
wound with 50 turns of No. 22 copper
wire. The condensers are two sliding
concentric brass tubes, 7 inches by 1 1/2
inches, insulated by oiled paper. The
adjustable inductance may be of any
form, preferably with plug or clip con-
tacts. The connections are shown in

Fig. 2. It makes s(jrillterminals of the s,e
nected, but this imeci-
experiment.

Using this tuner
,containing about 800 Ifound that for usual

8 to fifteen feet of i
sary in the shunt, w
the condensers varies
wave. For longer w
is increased up to a
in still longer waves, the i
be disconnected, one of the pr
densers short circuited, and
done with the other cr.mdenser
tuner is so close, it can not
steadily, as a station with
ly different from that to
ceiver was set, might call for anlicfrai
not be heard. Therefore, a &set*
tuner is ordinarily connected
responder (Fig. 4) and when a ataie
is heard calling the connection at
changed to the selective tuner. l

this system the writer copied the FIE
den station at Brant Rock, Mass.,ii
400 miles south of San Juan, Porto
a distance of about 2,000 miles, arm,

the thirty KW sets at Key Ad.
San Juan were sending all the trt!
waves but slightly longer than tw

Brant Rock.

Flo 4,

A.

Pcs,0,40.'

A- C -osE Coons(' Tv,. NO

E

The closest tuning WitbcLood

is shown in Fig 3. A 01', Oft'
reel about 4 inches by 8 illcZ

No. 26 wire, has four 511010

three of which are connecteu

upon which they slide, the fo'

lated. The coil must be large

(Continued
on Page °
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fireless Zilrgrapli Tontriit
o station and our Laboratory Contest will be continued every month until

our .7-The bebt photograph for each contest is awarded a monthly prize of Three
toe irt7r If you have a good, clear photograph send it at once ; you are doing yourself
,r, 0c4 if you don't. If you have a wireless station or a laboratory (no matter how

..justice photograph taken of it by all means. Photographs not used will be returned
021:!&' have

dsis-

FIRST
sending you herewith photograph

of fay wireless station.
To the left of the aerial switch located

center are shown the transmitting in-
55nnienO, consisting of low tension con-
de/r,ers, 4--inch coil, spark gap, Leyden

paizE THREE DOLLARS.

jars, inductance coil, aerial switch, and
lary. The switch appearing at the right
of paper condensers is used to throw in
iron the initial battery current exciting

induction coil.
To the right of switch appears the re -

caring apparatus, which consists of the
*mg coil, microphone detector, head
*le, potentiometer, small condenser in
past and a S. P. D. T. switch, which

MEd to throw into service either the
allingt-uamorl, instruments, constituting
"r receiving station proper, or the aux-

aPiaratus which is made up of an
CO.. precision coherer and deco-

, and the usual relay, sounder, and
The. three dry batteries at right of
cod furnish the necessary current
receiving instruments. The re-
tuTng coil, detector, condenser,

Potentiometer were made by myself.
itte a small choke-coil inserted in cir-
,nveen coherer and battery, as I

one aids greatly in keeping im-
rIgAt direction. The larger of

condensers shown on the left is
c°nnection with the coil inter -

'Ole the smaller one is shunted
' to cut down the spark -

Midi as possible.
lay .t_PCAe on top of house sup -

atrial, which is formed of four
cooper wires connected in

multiple and separated by 3 -foot spread-
ers.

I realize that I owe much to MODERN
ELEurRics, and I shall put in a good word
for the magazine whenever I find occa-
sion.

North Carolina. V. S. IVEY.

HONORABLE MENTION.
I inclose herewith photograph of my

wireless set.
To the left is the coil, which will give

a 7 1/2 inch spark, and with the spark-
ing points set at two inches apart the
spark will light a piece of paper. I use
nine storage cells, 18 volts and about 6
or 7 amperes, when sending.

The sending condenser consists of six
10x12 inch glass plates, with tin foil on
each side, 7x9 inches. These plates are
arranged in multiple, and with the coil
and battery as above the discharge of the
condenser completely fills the spark gap
when the zinc electrodes are set 1/8 inch
apart.

I use a mechanical interrupter with the
coil, which shows very plainly in the
photograph.

The tuning coil is shown at the right
of the picture. It is made in two sec-
tions, 23 D. C. C. wire, with two sliding
contacts. The connections are such that
all wire in both sections above the top slid-
ing contact is in series with the aerial,
while the lower sliding contact grounds
the tuning coil. I find this coil gives very
good results, besides being very com-
pact.
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The sending inductance is shown very
clearly in the photograph. It is made
from No. 4 hard copper wire, wound on
hard rubber posts.

The multiple switch is shown under-
neath the sending condenser, and I con-
sider it a very desirable thing to have in
any wireless station. By simply throw-
ing the handle from one side to the oth-
er the connections are changed from
sending to receiving. When set for re-
ceiving, it is impossible to get current
through the coil, so there is no danger
from shock. When set for sending, both
telephone leads are disconnected, so the
telephone can be kept on the head with-
out danger from shock from the heavy
sending current. In addition, the switch
short circuits the detector, so that imme-
diately on turning the switch from send-
ing to receiving the answering signals
can be heard.

The switch underneath the aerial is
used for grounding the aerial during
thunderstorms. In the photograph it is
shown in grounded position.

I use an umbrella aerial, composed of
eight wires each about 30 feet long rad-
iating from the top of a 35 feet pole. The
wires are composed of seven No. 22 cop-
per wires twisted together. These aerial
wires also act as guy wires, three in-
sulators being inserted in series between
each wire and the place where it is fast-
ened. I get very good results from this
style aerial, hearing Bridgeport, Conn.,
quite clearly.

:My wireless call is WB, and I should
be pleased to have any other wireless en-
thusiast in the neighborhood call me up
any evening around eight o'clock.

Brooklyn, N. Y. W. S. BROWNE,

HONORABLE MENTION.
Enclosed please find photograph of my

wireless station. For the sending instru-

ELECTRICS

tuning coil, electrolytic

and a Morse telegraph
ments I use a one -inch

it dtiN.

The receiving instruments
consistdettordof

a

key1 --ti°4
coil

length. My aerial is suspended

coil has a capacity of 620 meters tuning

and on a hard wood box. Th:Ried.in

receiver. All the receiving in
except the tuning coil are cont..untents

fl'av '

stemamoDerEsRN150ELmEiclTeRsiacws

30 -foot pole on top of my house.
johni,received messages from

ve

the best
maga-zinezine I have ever read on wireless
teleg.raphy.

My age is fourteen.
Florida. CROMWELL GIBBONS,

JR.

HONORABLE MENTION.
The accompanying photograph shows

a wireless set, the instruments of which

are of home manufacture, with exception

of the head -phones, Morse key and in-

duction coil, which is an E. I. Co. coil of

one -inch spark length.
The tuning coil now in use, shown at

the left of picture, is of same style as

described in the June issue of MODERSd

ELECTRICS, wound with No. 20 wire an

having one meter to each turn.
Besides the variable sliding plate cl)n-e

denser, at left end of table is

coil of No. 24 wire, wound on a

inch mailing tube 12 inches long, bay'

a sliding contact, which in series wit
an'

the detectors.
other condenser, is connected in shunt t°

For convenient form of receiving
°:e

long and short distance work, or
case

indu,ctainin2,

a detector responds unsatisfactoril),ded

.certain stations, another may be Plu,.;rell,

in quickly by the use of a plug '',r -for

This .switch at left of centre, all°w;iiie-

plugging in five different detectors, silicon'

ly the electrolytic, of open rYPeA' deli

liquid barretter of own style anu
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nephone,
and any other de-

toon 11 testing. The silicon proves

'ired l'irs'tive,
but the least trouble and

isitlY sen.,flactory
results are obtained by

_.,. so' .

ill'TectrolytICS.
the centre of table is the poten-

the'
which has a resistance of about

"-"I'vto. nehternr's connected

in shunt with three
i It is wound on a spool

11'
'''.---i0Sfob.33t3tesPecial resistance

wire s.s.c.,

3' dell insulation
being scraped on top for a

dider to vary the potential.

in front a the induction coil, having

Z to.0 solid brass balls for oscillators,

sands the battery of four leyden jars.

They are
made from half-pint jars coated

is the usual manner on inside and outside

with a layer of tinfoil.
On the stand at right of table is send -

helix.
wound on a wooden frame,

rich stands 18 inches high, having 31

alms of No. 14 copper wire. Clips are
used on flexible leads to vary the num-
ber of turns of inductance.

Above this coil may be seen the anchor
gyp, which is set about 1/32 inch, from
vtlich is connected the leader running to
acial cage. This cage is hoisted to top of
peon house 65 feet high, and supported
kitizontally to peak of barn 110 feet
may. It consists of four 105 -foot
bells of double stranded No. 18 bare

wire connected in multiple. The
and is made by a heavy wire soldered

10 water -pipe in basement. The equip-
cialmentdesalsoien. comprises a portable set of spe-

ch. on experiments in an-
other town, has received messages from
South \Vellfleet. at a distance of sixty
Ries, without the erection of aerial
wires.

With the apparatus of this station may
le heard the experimental, commercial
Pi naval stations along the Atlantic
Wit, and with additional capacity in the

, Glace Bay becomes readable. Fre-
"nth the conversations on experimentsrh. aerup-hony at Fessenden's Brant'tk station are plainly overheard.

zussachusetts.
CHESTER E. ROGERS,

it
his
Lt.! 'nighty hard, boys, to write jokes

You

littic sizzling weather-
. Besides, if you

ifkv. struck a particular bright and

tak is all
*itecne the boss tells you that the

eight, except that Adam toldlikealY to Eve. and she said, yawning:
!rantleadsefatdhenr't tell me such old jokes,
°ten he

pretty old."-
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MAGNETIC TELEGRAPH KEY
FOR WIRELESS.
BY G. B. AIEDEARIS.

The regulation induction or spark coil
that has been used so much in wireless
experiments is being replaced in commer-
cial stations by the transformer, which is
more efficient. But this transformer
must have a higher voltage in the pri-
mary, usually 104 volts, alternating cur -

FIG. 1.

M. E.

rent, and the telegraph key used with
the small coils becomes quite useless
on account of the sparking at the
contacts. So the magnetic key has come
into use, but its cost is so great that the
amateur must either do without and use
an induction coil or pay the price.

This key I am to describe is easily
made and at small expense out of a 20 -
ohm sounder and a regulation key.

A box is made about 9 inches square,
and just deep enough to allow the ends
of the bobbins to come up flush with the

irQ3
1

I Nti pi.)=E
I

I Lr_A,,c0%.,,AE_L__I*
4I L --,9
I

,

c52 /
/

l (if 11

(71

M E.
FIG.2.

top. Holes are bored in the piece of
wood intended for tne ton, to allow the
bobbins to come through ; holes are also
bored and cut for the standard C. and
D. The set screw A is removed, and in
its place is put a pin of hard rubber,
hard wood, or ebonite, that has been

(Continued on Page 250)
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Tantalum Detector

Mr. L. H. Walter, of London, has just
invented a new . wave detector, which
promises to play an important role in
aerophony, as it is practically the only
detector outside of the Audion which
can be used for that purpose.

A simple construction for stationary
purposes is shown in Fig. 1. P is a
sealed -in platinum wire, forming one ter-
minal, dipping into a small pool of mer-
cury M, in the glass vessel G; the other

Fig.

terminal is also a platinum wire P', hav-
ing a clip at its end, holding a short
length (1/16 in. about) of tantalum
wire T of 0.02 mm diameter. The
sealed -in platinum loops form a handy
means of connecting up. Before sealing
up, mercury is poured into the bulb,
through a small' side neck N, to such a
level that the tantalum point is just im-
mersed, which is best ascertained exper-
imentally by the sound in the telephone
receiver. The bulb is then sealed, having
previously been exhausted. When prop-
erly constructed, such detectors appear to
be permanent and not to deteriorate, nor
have they been found fragile in trans-
port. Tests of the apparatus in actual
practice show that while not so 'sensitive
as the electrolytic detector, it enables
much louder sounds to be produced in
the receiving telephone for moderately
strong waves, and that it is par-
ticularly well suited to aerophony. Be-
sides, it is much cleaner and easier to
handle. A modification of the apparatus
which may be subjected to shaking or
shocks in use is shown in Fig. 2. The
tantalum wire is fastened in a platinum
clip, and at the end of the tantalum en-
cased in glass by a special method, nec-
essitated by the impossibility of sealing-
in tantalum in the ordinary way as is

done with platinum. The platinumis sealed into a minute
blown on one end of a glass

tubglass

bulb Lite

connected
oilother end of the tube

'
air pump and the interior exnhnaeuctsetedd to an

glass tube is next heated, when .e

onto

Thternal pressure causes it to collaps
ext.°.the tantalum wire. The end of the glass.sheathed wire can then be ground downso that the tantalum surface is just flushwith the glass. The mercury is con.tamed in a glass tube G, having a bore"of 5/32 in. A larger tube would be bet.

ter, but the sensitiveness to shaking
then

reappears; a smaller tube gives a less sett-

salve and more variable detector.
An

ivory plug, I, through which a platinum
or nickel wire passes and projects, is
placed at one end of a length of a few
inches of such glass tube with thick
walls. A few drops of mercury-enough
to form a pellet (M) about 5/16 inch
long-are then put in, and a second

ivory plug; I', this one with the sheathed
tantalum wire passing through it and

inserted

so
about 1/20 inch, is

just

dips
that the tantalum glass surface

dips into or under the mercury surface.

M

Fig. 2

The most sensitive position is that slic'cl'

in Fig. 2, with the glass tube vertical!

and the tantalum electrode at the toyi;

thisma ahrerarnoguegmhleynt gives a detector
Which

ing their sound in any way.

sshakensignals, r vvtiat hp
poeudt dalitg,

For s'a inthey.reception of

up, the whole arrangement is encaseoed

a. n ebonite tube, E, and the ends ni,rhe, de'

in with insulating compound. the
tector is adjusted by loosening

the the

bnoudtyoonf thethe rdigethetctoarndinbya
more

egillogr 1e55

oblique, or even horizontal position'

kik
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fi

ilahriraturu Tinttrst
FRIr

THREE DOLLARS.
erewith a

photograph of my
which forms part of my

:illrgeeigesT5ose h

station,

lal03wqreYliding instruments
are : One 1

The -

ip induction
coil, operated by either

or lamp rheostat (on
'50'rage

battery

II) which
reduces 110 volts ; spark

`rails (on wall) ;
sending, Helix ; anchor

balls (not shown in photo), and Morse
gap

key'.

The receiving
instruments consist of

a filings
coherer, in series of two

relays,one
operating the decoher-

er,the other operating the sound-

er; an "Electro" Lytic detector ; an

'Auto-colierer,'
condensers, and the nec-

essary
tuninab apparatus, all of which can

be
connected with the tuning coil by

switches.

A pair of 1,000 ohms head 'phones can

be connected
by switches to either of the

detectors.

The motor operating the dynamo is
used on 110 volts current as a trans-
former by means of the water rheostat
(on extreme right) in connection with
motor.

tbpa"ary spee
4'

d of motor, getting from,ti;;Ilasot111110 any desired
current for oper-

ncler.

. e of the instruments, notably

The batteries in front of the water
rheostat are used for the receiving in-
struments.

On top of the receiving tuning coil
is a list and call numbers of the wireless
stations in the United States ( Supple-
ment to MODERN ELECTRICS), which I
had framed.

I am a constant reader of MODERN
ELECTRICS and gladly recommend it to all
those interested in electricity.

New York City. A. RuscH, JR.

HONORABLE MENTION.
Inclosed is a flash light photo of my

laboratory which is in part of my room.

Ea adlenkr- !IT-Z.10i I

I am fourteen years old and have ex-
perimented with electricitey for about
two years, and I think MODERN ELEC-
TRICS is the best magazine for an ex-
perimenter.

The switches at the back of the table
control my wireless telegraph instru-
ments, which have a range of about four
miles. The three point switch in the mid-
dle not only controls the secondary and
detector circuits, but also the key and
potentiometer circuits. To the right of
the switches, is an E. I. Co., one-inch coil
which charges a condenser made of Wels-
bach chimneys, coated inside and out
with tinfoil. A zinc spark gap is on top
of the condenser box to the right of the
coil. I also have a carbon gap of my own
design, which seems to work very well
in the flame of an alcohol lamp. It is to
the right of an auto-coherer seen in the
front.

I have had the best results with a mi-
crophone (shown at the left) and a pony
telephone receiver (on the wall over
MODERN ELECTRICS) .
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The aerial wire runs up behind MOD-

ERN ELECTRICS also. I get all my power

from Edison primary cells, which I find

much cheaper and better than dry cells.

CHAS. BOEHNLEIN,

Minneapolis, Minn.

MODERN ELECTRICS

HONORABLE MENTION.
The inclosed picture shows me at work

on a coil in my laboratory. My labora-

tory was designed for mechanical and

electrical work. Here I have all my tools

and material for making apparatus.
The switchboard, which is placed di-

rectly above the table within convenient

reach, contains ten knife switches and a

double point switch. The switchboard
controls the electric lights in the room,
as well as a power motor, shocking coil,

and batteries.
To the right of the picture can be

seen part of a lathe on which I can turn
metal and wood. It is run by a small

motor when turning wood; for turning
metal it is run by foot power. To the
right of the switchboard is a plunge bat-
tery that I made.

The telephone shown is a very crude
affair, but serves its purpose well. The
receiver and transmitter were turned on
the lathe out of wood, and then arranged
as ordinary instruments. The bell is

a common door -bell. This telephone line
leads to one of my friends near by.

My wireless, together with all finished
instruments is on table directly in front
of the one shown. The wireless is oper-
ated by a separate switchboard. I shall

not describe it, since it is not complete.
I am now at work on a large coil for my
wireless and X-ray experiments.

Since I have taken MODERN ELECTRICS

I have learned many new and interesting
things from its columns. It is the best

ON,
Enclosed you will find a flashlight

ph
to of my electrical apparatus. The heacl
to the right contains my wireless

oatht
which consists of a one -inch spark coil:
run on ten dry cells, a key, telephone

re.
ceiver, a coherer and a Helix.

On the bench to the left of the picture
I have a telegraph sounder, a small dy:
namo, a small motor and a miniature
railway car.

paper that I have ,ever read onject. .
Sufr

the

of
I
Italy
am 17 years of age, and

ama

FRED. BERGAIIII,

HONORABLE MENTI

I think that MODERN ELECTRICS
iS the

1 i 1 out, and every boy

vest e ectr ca paper
interested in electricity should take it, lot

it not only keeps you up in wireless,
but

also in the new inventions and modem

electrical things of the world.
EDWIN LAMMERS.

Dallas, Texas.

The last issue of the New Ellkal nde

Automobile Journal, Sept. 12, is bef9re

uS. We have never seen a alga°

containing more information
or

v_lib:

layman, as well as for the Infechoto.

Unusual attention is paid to the
auto'

mobilist having trouble and who is 5

We doubt if there is a single itetlicolorfing information.

interest concerning automobiles,
11°`Arc

tamed in that issue of the journal. ,:Ovid

body interested in automobiles
:so.5J

Providence, R. I.

to tile

En
for free sample coPY

England Automobile journal," Pep
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Llectrical
Patents for the Month

log

eel

h frequencyhO,secrilmlat-

doir,sl:

to koop

St3.TELEGRAlgetkLptyAR2A,T1;7.1 Se

-1-

Army
of

the combination
of, an

Flo

"Wrri7or0:1'selavestitith17:11taan'tlially as

tit. rte combination
of an os

'I.1
rs haring

oirnerial. means to ImPreM
comedian for the same, and tit

'""ditier conniNted with said
aerie l,

or reit
described,

IKE& SIGNALING SYSTEM.
Sews!, Can°,

PM gm,Wm, assignor to Stone Telegraph and Telephone

Naples Boston, Mara Filed Mar. 10. 1906. Serial

i WNW

1. b a signaling system, a wireless telegraph system
SI she telegraph system operatively associated were

Rpm IIIECTROL1TIC CELL GItazel C. LANDIS
A. Filed July 2.1907, Serlal No. 381.925.

!bennikatim et a plitmlity of graphite Ph.. baringRR.* far mean-dna
s, I th a source of current. a frame"..Gentitat Mtenal

extending around the edges of ln,.Meowed between the graphite Plat..
as to

HM
Mune for liquid Sowing

from the Inlet-tettenet netairt
plates outside of the graphite Pint'`Ith asbestos plate interposed be.nvahr py,e"W the graphite

plates and ea b of Its adjacentas
nt exii bolts extending

between the lugs oflekk Nem
for clamping

together the radon.
Ili ;ip

RECEIVER
1,06 WIRELESS SIGNALING

Denmark.

"'d Mar.

40114.Wbe

fn. wnitch cousins in
tt vosh,,Tb7Int!_ oeic nation circuit

d'dest7Itm'yinbgit'hge
err

."7-inene.,,ZeGra,'

sup.
Y aarednet up.tor

1:17Said
4'44' ".6serf'swiTuden'13"'ZirplagtibY

rival

9 7 .5 0 0. CONDENSER. Wikkiest 13. TAILOR. Lynn,
Mao.., assignor to General Electric Company, a Corp,
ration of New York. Filed 3.3 5, 1907. Serial No.
350.905.

1. Inn con enser, active plates of opposite polarity and
terMinal;Pro3 dimos or ears on said plates, each of said
plates being tit away at points adios,nt a terminal of
opposite polar ty.

97,670. ELECTRICAL IMPELS!, RECORDER AI'
cow's K. Skims. Jr., Brooklyn, N MI,/ Apr. 22
1908. Serial No. 428,673
1. An electromagnetic recording instrument compile

ing a record blank: a solenoid; a stylus movable endwisk
through the core of the solenoid ; and an armature carrier,
by the stylus for moving the latter In the direction of
the record blank under the influence of the solenoid.

899.243. SPACE TELEGRAPHY. SEWALL Cam, Brook.
line. Mass., assignor to Stone Telegraph and Telephone
Company. Boston. Maw Flied Apr. 4, 1900. Serial No.'

309.835.

a- #
E. -01=1M111)

'47e.

1. In a detector for electrical oscillations, a closed elec.

trical drcult, means for producing a magnetic held, means

for producing relative motion between said field and said

circuit, means for varying the magnetic flux threading said

circuit by the electrical oscillations to be detected, and

means so relating the fleldproducing means sod the dosed

circuit as to convert the energy of motion of said circuit

into electrical enemy
b 9 7 . 2 7 8 . WIRELESS 'TELEGRAPHY. ItgolfrALD A.

FassexiIMN, Washington. D. C. Filed Oct. 0, 1006. Se-

rial No 337.733.

wirt
1. In signaling apparatus an inductive

coupling. and a

receiver placed in the secondary of the
coupling, and with.

In influence 'of the primary so that the
primary tfcts to

shleld it from disturbing Influences.
2. In signaling apparatus an inductive

coupling, andthe

receiver connected in tire secondary of said coupling.

receiver being Placed within the primary
and being- pr o

Meted thereby from dielarbine influences
3 In recetting apparatus for wireless

telegraphy an In

ductive coupling comprising primer'. and a secondary

and a receiver In circuit therewith.-auInclosed
within

the primary a tbe coupling.

808.404. PROCESS OF MAKING ARTICLES BY ELEC.
TROPLATING THOU. A. Ewa., Llewellyn Park,
Orange. N. J., assignor to Edittoo Storage Battery Com
Deny, West Orange. N..1,, a Corporation of New Jersey.
Wigton' application Bled Oct. 5.; 1003, Serial No.
175.818. Divided and this application Bled Nov. 3,
'POO. SeriaLN i. 341.601.

1. The process of making a st, time battery clo I le
copied, which consist, lu elem.., plating a coating of
copper on a former, In Meaty plating film of nickel on
the copper coaling. and in electro plating a film of iron
on the nickel filmk whereby a seamless article will he pro
duced, substantially as set forth.

898,715. INCANDESCENT LAMP. FRannitiCa M. Drs.
firm'. New York, 14. V. Flied Mar. 8, 1908. Serial No.

419.536.

1. In nn incandescent lamp. a spread roll filament cora
prising a substantially vertically disposed loop, and a plu,
rant, of loops each constructed and arranged to lie in 
relatively approximately horixontal direction the planes of
the latter loops intersecting the longitudinal axis of the

898.796. TELEPIIONE sET sot. S. SONNEROXN,

York, N. Y. Flied Oct I, 1007 Serial No. 395.303

1. Is a desk teleplione. A hollow standard or column

having  transmitter and a switch book. a telephone re

ceiver forming part of said standard. a salt of ear cube

or pieces, and. tabular
frit:10010ns Cites from to Said 1.

ceiver
899,264. OSCILLATION -DETECTOR. Ciiiive.re E

SELL, Cambridge, Mass . assignor to Slone Telegraph and

Telephone Cordpany. 1100105, Maria. Filed Sept 4

1008. Serial No 333,041

_ev

1. An oscillation detector comprising a sha4nettrolde

member forming part of a
magnetic circuit, a source of

constant unidirectional
magnetomotive force associated

with said magpetic circuit.
means whereby the perm,

ability of slid magnetic
circuit may tie Increased by the

electrical oscillations to be determined, a Movable member

of magnetic Material
arranged so as to be actuated by

the resulting Increase in the
angel

Mfg in said may

nelle circuit, an electric circuit including a signal.ladt

caring device and a source of electrihnotire fOrce, End

means whereby current
varlaliona may be created in acid

electric circuit by the movement of said movable member

for Which Letters Patent have Been Granted,
for Month Ending September 20th.

} of ax13, of the above Patents will be mailed on
receipt of 10 cents.
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published free of charge. Only answers to inquiries of general interest will beQueries and questions pertaining to the electrical arts addressed to this
dpepuabriitsmheendt

hweriell

forthe benefit of all readers. Common questions will be promptly answered by mail.
received, it may not be possible to print

mind when writing, as all questions will be answered either by mail or in this department is
in

answers in any one issue, as each bas to take its turn. Correspondents should bear

information requiring a large amount of calculation and labor cannot be furnished without
remuneration. THE ORACLE has no fixed rate for such work, but will inform the correspondent
promptly as to the charges involved. nt

On account of the large amount of inquiries

Name and address must always be given in all letters. When writing onlIf

a quick reply is wanted by mail, a charge of 15 cents is made for each question. Special'

y one sitail

the

de ofquestion sheet must be used; not more than three questions answered at one time. No attention I
paid to letters not observing above rules.

such infoation free.
If you

rm
want anything electrical and don't know where to get it, THE ORACLE will give you i

giti-ACii..CiliVA.G1.411-Cdt-%-aGir--),-3...c411VM,.r4M.41F--"Ac4IVA4='".": 4M. Vim. gill.. 4->,-r-.4-..41...Age.A4.4

MARCONI DETECTOR.
(79.) SYDNEY A. VINCENT, Cal., asks:
I.-What are the proportions and details

of each part of the Marconi magnetic de-
tector such as he is now using or long dis-
tance work? Also specify the sizes and
amount of wire used in the primary, sec-
ondary and core.

A. 1.-Some of your queStions have been
answered in query No. 56 in the August
issue. The revolving core of iron wires is
composed of 35-50 turns of No. 36 S. S. C.
iron wire. The cord itself is about 18

inches long, and should be about 1/8 inch
thick. The primary wire for the smaller
spool is made up of No. 33 S. S. C. copper
wire, and is about 8 feet long.

The secondary should have as much re-
sistance as the telephone receiver. If a 75
ohm telephone receiver is used, there
should be 75 ohms of No. 40 copper wire,
on the secondary, and so on. No battery
is used in this detector, in either of the cir-
cuits.

2.-What connections are best adapted
for use with this detector, and how shall I
connect for use with the Massie tuning sys-
tem? Also if any condensers, etc., are used
where are they used?

A. 2.-Consult diagram on page 178 of
August issue. Condensers are not abso-
lutely required.

3.-Where can I obtain the formula (if
possible not too mathematical) showing the
proportions of a 2 k.w., 40,000 volt, core
type oil transformer?

A. 3.-Write to the Clapp-Eastham Co.
of Boston, Mass.

4.-Have there been made any regula-
tions concerning amateur or experimental
wireless telegraph stations by the Government
which have been, or will shortly go into ef-
fect? If so, where can I obtain a copy of
such?

A. 4.-There are absolutely no regula-
tions whatsoever concerning amateur and
experimental wireless stations, in this coun-
try. Commercial stations may be probably
regulated before long by the Government,
but nothing has been done so far, and we

doubt that such a regulation would pass
congress.

5.-What are the proportions of an aerial
best adapted for work with the following

stations? I wish to be able to receive fromm

any of them on one aerial, but of course
intend to use a tuning coil: Pt. Loma, Pt
Arguella, Goat Island, Mare Island, Farra-
lone Islands, Table Bluff (or Table Head),
Cape Blanco, Bremerton Navy Yard, Ta-

toosh. I find your magazine of great
interest and value in my wireless experi-

ments.
A. 5.-The wave length of these sta-

tions is given in last month's supplement,

and with a good tuner, and with aerial
about 6o feet, you should be able to re-
ceive any of said stations.

TUNING COILS IN SERIES.

(80.) CYRIL GORMAN, N. Y. City, writes:
have 4 tuning coils, each 70 meters

capacity, wave length 28o meters.
San

I con-

nect these so that I can get 4 by o 1120

meters' wave length? How?
A. I.-Connect the 4 tuning coils in series,

and you will have 1120 meters wave length.,

coil tak
2.-Whate? current does a E. I. Co. 1/2 Oen

pee -

A. 2.-Three to four dry cells, 1 -team

receivers3-Wh autsedresoi

A. 3.-Seventy-five ohms.

nstaNnceya.rteelerpehguonlaesr?lephone

(81.) PHILIP WOOD
ANTENNA.

, Mass.,

of wireless telegraphy?ass"

inP'"
isr.-What is the best book on the pr I

rapbY

A. i.-Maver's "Wireless Teleg

about the best book we know 0-; Sent r

2
paid f-What

is0 the best text -book on the stlidY.

writes:

of elementary electricity. ctrici*
by

A. 2.-"Lessons in Practical Ele

Swoope. Sent postpaid for $1.50. ., used by

3.-What telegraph code
wireless telegraph operators? t

the 3-e trA. 3.-The Continental code.4.-p it

Does the size of the wire of a s
length f 21'

have any effect on the wave ,h o ,f,
e les`

tion; that is, would the en
_loge o'

aerial wire 75 feet long and of 12 6

is mostly
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f the same length, but of i6
continuous current of

A..5. -It would take about 4 hours with a
tf iftgli'

one °
peres
smallbatterwould be

Usea
little too high for such a

amperes. 6 am---? size wire may be used

a small rheostat to cut
however, not be thinner

down current.rIC 4-11tYsholild,lot wire. The wavelength
EDISON TASIMETER..,,,o.bnyilthsepsizvve

WIRELESS
Etle

EwSiSre.SYSTEM.

giRvoessthel) dimensions of a 3-

I(.8_4. F.) BRUCE , Ottawa Canada, asks:cossi'",; E DUDLEY, Mass., writes:
system inch induction coil?

hi adjusting
a compound tuning

I/2 lbs. No. 36 wire for the

iSt)
LE*

primary,
A. ounces of No. 12 wire for the

!'Iriti does
that part of the inductance in-

105-,l'between
the aerial and the ground fur -

P. -receptors,
to

respond to a certain wave A,

Current to be used 1

6o sheets' of tin foil 8 x
2 volt4s

14-2amin:
er;ate necessary

inductance to make the ches,

n equivalent
to 1-4 the wave length, or Peres.

Could bare No.36 wire covered with'IA the closed resonating circuit, with its
the insulating compound mentioned in71 -rice, have any effect?

page 173, be used 'thethein 3 -inchYes, the closed resonating circuit will
coil?
August issue

base much effect.
A. 2.-This insulation is quite too heavy--t_ii, a compound tuning system for re A.

of what value is a variable condens- wfoirres.park coils, and you should use D.C.C.
cui the ground wire? (Not meaning the
odeuser in the closed resonating circuit.) 3.-Is an Edison Tasimeter very sensi-

2-We have often personally tried a tive, i, e., will it change
ariable condenser

on the ground wire, and rent that passes through i

the amount of cur-
t as quickly as

" $everal cases
found that the efficiency of the amount of light that strikes it varies?

swim was actually cut down. We do not A. 3.-The Edison Tasimeter
that such a condenser will be of much sensitive instrument to detect heat or cold.

use, Of course in certain systems it It will change as quickly as the amount ofreally help, but with such systems we light that strikes it.
*pally have no acquaintance.What is the price of the wire used in-how can a station having a compound 4.-

em and an aerial 5o meters high, the ewlectrre o -magnetic detector (silk -coveredg
ito a short wave length, say loo me--h

iron No. 36)?A.
4-This wire usually sellsat $5 per lb.

is very hard to tune such a station POCKET STORAGE CELL.
(85.) A. B., Carman, Ia., asks:ibe, and the receiving is usually

by means of forced oscillations, or I.-Can a stcrage cell of small size be
the capacity of the condensers. carried in the pocket and used for lighting
cannot Marconi's new arrangement a lamp?
g sustained oscillations be used for A. I.-Pocket storage batteries are manu-

tdephom. tactured by a number of makers. These
-Marconi's new arrangement for pro- cells are usually carried in a rubber bag,
sustained oscillations, as described on so that the acid spilling out by accident,

of MODERN ascrincs, has frequently will not destroy the clothing.
for wireless telephony. 2.-How could I make a storage cell of

ON OF THE COULOMB.
about 2 volts and 1-2 or I a. h., for above

Ammo 0. BRAGG Maine
toA.

2.-We recommend to you our small, writes:
purpose?

have read that both the am ere and the
express the quantity o

pf
electrify.

-ct. book, "How to make a pocket accu-
mulator," which explains all in details.

explain the difference. 3.-Is there more than one secondary coil
.'1L The Coulomb has been defined as in a one -inch coil? If so, how are the

quantity of electricity is the amount
coils used?

a conductor
when the current strength

We recommend you our 25-ct. book: "In -A. 3.-Only one secondary coil is used.
ty that flows per second past any

e, and this unit quantity has been
duction coils, how to make and use them."

Coulomb. TROUBLE WITH SPARK COIL.

oe used with a coil 7 inches long,

(86.) A. LINDAFIL, Mass., writes:

?,18 well annealed soft iron wire,

I.-I have an E. I. Co. 1 inch spark coil. give specifications for a con -

Pound of No. r6 D. C. C. wire,
dry cells, but lately I can not get more than awhich gave a 1 inch spark when new, on four

You w

No. 3o D. C. C.
1-4 inch spark from it on five new dry cells.

4z need about 50 sheets of

Is it possible that I have injured it by occa-

sionally working it without any connection orI 3-4 lbs.
gailige.

h have the

between the secondary terminals, and if
31/2 inches.

size the most power in re-
so, how?

.Lne
thef .1 .

motors? orator contacts of the above coil. Does thisThere is quite a lot of sparking at the vi-
, gasoline

terms: Tuning
mean that the condenser is injured. and if so,

:lash. beencould I remedy it by shunting another con-

. is ....
denser around them, and of what size?

Wave length,

fWould it take to charge a

denser is pierced or injured, on account ofA. I.-It is quite clear to us that the con -
described in vari-

and5II)rage cell with a genera-

you leaving the secondary open while coil is

working. It is a dangerous thing to leave anyto thule afliaizinies,
Y sue.

and we refer

6 amperes?
spark coil work with open secondary circuit,

and any coil would sooner orlaterbeinjured.

249
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Get a new condenser from the makers and
bridge it across the vibrator.

2.-How many amperes does the above coil
consume?

A. 2. About 2-3 amperes.
3.- coil has a little spring in the end of

the ibrator screw on which the contact point
is mounted. Could I not improve my coil for
wireless telegraphy by stopping the action of
this spring, thereby getting higher frequency
oscillations?

A. 3.-The spring in question is for the pur-
pose of producing faster vibrations of the
vibrator. If the action of the spring is stopped
it will cut down the spark length.

4.-Are Edison primary batteries easy to
take care of, or will it injure them to stand
unused in any condition for any length of
time, or have they much local action when
not in use for a month or so?

A. 4.-Edison primary batteries are very
easily taken care of, and they will not be in-
jured even if left for months on open circuit.
There is no local action worth mentioning.

WAVE LENGTH.
(87.) SAM FLEENOR, Oklahoma, asks:
I.-Why is it necessary to know the wave

length of a wireless station in order to
communicate with same?

A. I.-You can not call a wireless sta-
tion unless you can get in tune with same.
You have to know the wave length in order
to call them.

2.-Is there any way of signalling selec-
tively over party telephone lines having
15 or 20 'phones on the circuit? If so, give
description of apparatus used.

A. 2.-We do not think that much suc-
cess could be had with such a large num-
ber of telephones on a line. Usually only
3 or 4 are placed on one line. We advise
you to get our excellent book, "Telephony"
by Homas, which we will mail to you on
receipt of $1.00. This explains the- matter
fully.

DYNAMO.
(88.) MELVIN GETCHELL, Mass., writes:
I.-Are the poles of the field magnets of

small dynamos like those shown in Catalogue
No. 4 of the Electro Importing Co., the list
No. of which is 2011, permanently magnetized?

A. I.-Dynamo in question is made on the
principles of the large dynamos, and is not
permanently magnetic. The machine is self -
magnetizing.

2. - Where can the latest 19o8 issue of
"Rules and Requirements of the National
Board of Fire Underwriters for Electric Wir-
ing and Apparatus" be obtained?

A. 2.-Write to the Board of Fire Under-
writers, 34 Nassau street, N. Y. City. They
will supply you with the desired information.

WIRELESS QUERIES.
(89.) WYATT ANTHONY, Me., writes:
I.-How far will a spark coil of three inches

send wireless messages if I have an aerial 4o
feet high?

A. I.-Twenty miles or more, depending up-
on conditions.

2.-How wide would a piece of r -8 -inch cop-
per ribbon have to be in order to be of the
same carrying capacity as 4-o wire?

A. 2.-Approximately 3-8 inches wide.
3a.-Do the wireless telegraph stations of

the U. S. Government
use alternating

3a.-Alternating current
and

r e ct
A.

current?3a

ers, so far as we are able to transform.deternin

A.-Do Yesthey
have secondary

condet,.3b.--.
4-Is there a wireless station

...,sers?

-There is a station at Portland.
call

of

Me.? If so, what is its call-letter?near
Pon'A. 4.

letter "D." We refer you to our suppk,'
entv.of the September. issue.

MAGNETIC TELEGRAPH RE?
FOR WIRELESS.
(Continued iron Page 243)

threaded. This screw is only used as a
stop, and some insulating material

has tobe used. This will be seen more clearly
when the operation is understood.

The set screw B is also removed
and

a hole drilled in its end to accommodate
a piece of No. 14 platinum wire, 1/4 inch
long. Another hole is drilled immedi-

ately beneath this platinum -tipped screw
and a piece of wire like the above is
driven in. Care must be taken not to
allow these pieces of platinum to pro-

M.E.

je cttoo far; some play must be allowed,

as vibrator. The magnetic
key is

now completed and the connections With

the operating key is next to be taken all
s

A key such as is used on line system

is fastened to the top of the box; ayke

may be made like the one in Fig. 2 ou
knot

of

a strip of spring brass, an ebonite
.b

sfcarsetewneedd doinreoctnlye eunndde; rthiet. contact
point is

' al of

The connections are : One ternua

the bobbins is taken to binding P°st the

2, the other terminal is connected
o,

key A, the contact point is conneeteo

No. 1.
The magnetic key is connected

to Nt'ilso'

3 and 4. The standard C, carrYil the
3

platinum contact, is taken W 4, viqii 13

standard carrying the 301

screwed in it is joined to 3.

er
systems. are

thIt will be found that the
thatsigle

5paic;

Fig.and 3sesphaorwatsecicyteeic.tyions

to transforr

transmitted accurately and if

ing is not very great. ge)Nveivirost ethis

a c°wireless enthusiast wishes to a oderoer

inate the sparking entirely, ith J
od 4.

better placed in parallel w
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

Advertisements
in this column 2

,eots a word, no display of any kind

ble in advance,
stapps not accepted.

faYatit words per line. Minimum 2

fleavy face type 4 cents a word.'

;iiaitaam,Advertisements

ines 3 fines. under "Wireless4lines
nts a word. Minimum,

Fireless books
and blueprints not listed.

oder " Wireless
2 cents a word.

virertiweraen
for the November issue must

he in our hands
ts

by Oct. 25.

ELECTRICAL
APPARATUS.

STUDY
ELECTRICITY

AT HOME --A complete

levies,' course at home, containing 30 -page detail

e k 220 -Page
text -book, 200 experiments and

:.'100 pibco of apparatus. Price, complete, only

0.60. Catalogue
M. E. S." explains this and

'iher Yremae. rkable York.
ThomasThomas M. St. John, 848

Meth Av, New

when writing
please mention "Modern Electrics.''

EXPERIMENTERS
send for our special bargain

ist of motors and supplies. Also samples of the most
wonderful aluminum

solder, bars by mail 25 Condom

rents.
Electrical

Maintenance & Repair
garket street,

Newark, N. J.

nen writing please mention "Modern Electrics."
WOLLASTON WIRE is our specialty. We quote

the most popular sizes. .0001 -inch (smallest made)
and .0002 -inch at 25 cents per inch, or $2.50 per foot,
postpaid. Also a good compass, 6 inches in circum-
ference. suitable for a galvanometer, for 20 cents,
postpaid. Lewes Sales Co., 16 South st., Lewes, Del.
When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

ELECTRICAL BOOKS, BLUEPRINTS, ETC.
WIRELESS CODES. Send 10e. for blue print

awing Norse, Continental and Navy Codes.
I, C. Austin, Jr., Hasbrouck Heights, N. J.
When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."
WIRELESS EXPERIMENTERS. If you wish to

have a successful station, you need tuned circuit
apparatus. Our set of ten blueprints of tuned trans-
mitting and receiving stations show all that is neces-
sitY, cents Blueprints for construction of electro-nhic detector, 15 cents. Imperial Wireless Co., 230:onth Pacific ave., Pittsburg, Pa.
_When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

EVERY WIRELESS EXPERIMENT ER.OULD HAVE THESE DRAWINGS: Ten stand-;!iined circuit diagrams, 50 cents ; four wireless.!__Wne diagrams,
25 cents ; drawings and oper-r! notes on tuned circuit instruments, four in set,The following sets give all details andLions necessary in actual construction. Twelve.taor,drawings giving over 30 types of tuned circuit!0' ,. twelve drawings giving complete

tus $1, 00. .ur r sizes of induction coils for wireless,ki ..drawings of transformer to reduce 110 v.illbtf .040 or 40 volts, 50 cents ; ten drawings ofa transformer for wireless transmitters,q C. Getz, 645 N. Fulton ave., Baltimore
hew

wrniuz please mention "Modern Electrics."rfloT
et, ,,PGRAPEIS

wanted of amateurs'41tatil'arata, etc., for publication in electrical
laborato-eete, with

short descrition. Prices yap" acil' ,to quality Samplelit aodwess. ,, copy of

`---. intin.
------.. Nease

magazine to
tion. Box

41halia, misrsaYinent made on publicshts
--_______ mention "Modern Electrics."

WIN IRELESSkr ,SCEs r, APPARATUS.
Ntqw4teurs. ''ETECTOR. This is the detector%hi_ P' °rapact, efficient, and easily ad-%-n.e line, Postpaid.
vteii,h, f\ifires:f wireless $1.00. We also handle asupplies.

l re-', A. y.' yulcan Detector Co.,Circu
Boxar

on
50, Mt-iriu,,,..- -----"')

--E mew
-mention "Modern Electric's."

WIRELESS TELEGRAPH OUTFITS and wirelesssupplies for amateurs. If you live near St. Louis,write us, we can save you money on these goods.Send 2 -cent stamp for descriptive pamphlets. LinzeElectric Co., Olive Street, St. Louis Mo.
When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."
AT LAST ! Silicon and carborundum detectors,

$1.50 each ! These detectors are the best and mostefficient on the market. Wireless Detector Co., 2120
S. Union avenue, Los Angeles, Cal.
When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

WIRELESS APPARATUS is our specialty. Ourprices are within reach of every person. Send for
circular. Northwestern Wireless Co., 8 Banning
Bldg., Duluth, Minn.
When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

ATTENTION WIRELESS EXPERIMENTERSI
Fused silicon, piece large enough for one

Detector, 20 cents; Pneumatic Rubber Ear
Cushion. fits any telephone receiver and posi-
tively excludes all outside noise, each 50c.;
Wollaston Wire. 25c per inch , Condensersfor receiving stations, 40e.; Carbon Cups for
Electrolytic Detector 20e. ; Carborundnm
finest selected crystals.25c.per ounce; Pirelli
High Tension Rubber Cable. 10c. per foot.
Send 2c. stamp for 100 -page Catalogue No. 4,
EI.ECTRO Moo RTING CD., Sfi.Z West Broad-
way. New York City.
When writing please mention "Modern Electric.."

FOR SALE.
FOR SALE. One 1 -inch spark coil, $5; one pair

75 ohm telephone receivers, 50 cents ; one pair oscilla-
tors, 1 3-4 inch balls. Write F. E. Webster, 2309
Beverly Road, Brooklyn, N. Y.
When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

MOVING PICTURE MACHINE ( French),
finest precision, guaranteed in every respect.
Everything but the lenses. Big electric, hand
fed arc lamp Generator (enclosed in metal
square box) and gas apparatus goes with ma-
chine. Will sell for $20.0o. Big bargain.
Photo sent upon request.

B. S., care of Modern Electric. Publication
When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir-
culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a
year; four months. EL Sold by all newsdealers.

MUNN & Co
365 Broadway, New York

Branch Office, 625 F St.. Washington. D. C.

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

STUDENTS EXPERIMENTAL
INSTRUMENTS

MANUFACTURFD BY

Palmer Electrical instrument Co.
Enclose Stamp for Circular or Catalog

12 N. 38th St., - Philadelphia, Pa.

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

PATENTS
TRADE MARKS

DESIGNS
COPYRIGHTS &C.

Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention is probably patentable. Communica-
tions strictly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.

Patents taken through Munu & Co. receive
special notice, without charge, in the

Scientific Btnerican
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DAYLIGHT AT NIGHT
The Beck-Iden Lamp

This lamp is in appearance not
unlike other artistic table lamps,
but it is as different from ordinary
lamps, as day from night. It burns
Self -generated Gas, regulated like
City Gas. having more than twice
the illuminating power of gas or
electricity. The light is WHITE
and very soft as easy to the eyes
as daylight There is no chimney,
wick or mantle, no dirt smoke
heat or smell. Nothing but a flood
of light. Burns at a cost of about
one cent an hour. Good Az ents
wanted. Write for booklet 44 for
full description to
Acetylene Lamp Company

50 University P1.. New York City

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

fag? fir. Drain
WE are making the best Flashlight Battery on

the market and we can prove it.
PURE CHEMICALS. 24 RIGHT PRICES.

THE "SECRET SERVICE" BATTERY CO.
314a Ferry Street - - EVERETT, flASS.

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

A Sensational Novelty.
Will Last a Lifetime

THE IMPROVED FLAMING
POCKET LIGHTER.

Patented July 9, 1907, and Sept. 1907
Infringers cautioned.

Every smoker wants it. Will light in windy weather.
Better than matches. A little deodorized wood alco-
hol once in a while does the trick. Nothing to wear
out. Sample mailed upon receipt of 55c. Special
prices to dealers in dozen or gross lots. If you wish
to make big money this summer write at once to

The Auto Igniter Co.. 1047+ Wdway. N.Y. City

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

OUR NEW CATALOG.
Our new catalog, illustrating a wonderful

collection of Toys from Germany, is now ready
for distribution. Send 2 -cent stamp.

EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL

J. J. DUCK, 432 St. Clair St., Toledo, Ohio

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

Electric Power Motor
Sample Prepaid

for 35c.
Agents Wanted

EMPIRE ELECTRIC
WORKS

1063 BRIDGEPORT, CONN
When writing please mention "Modern Electrics.-

THE PHON0.-CINEMA(Continued

from Page 234) `11)1i,

T/1GR
J. V

acquainted with the scene before
the

Two set screws, marked:
"Ret
Retarder"

entire

ready to listen.

and "Avancer," control practicalalyr
theentire mechanism. It is an easy

om-atTeerfor the operator to keep thechines together by means of
set

nla'

B the synchronous
regulator

the

controls the speed of the cinematograph

5, has a double friction

automatically.
The

contact, 6, which is made movable
onthe two insulated metal pieces,

7 and 8,
These pieces are connected through

a

resistance, through which the motor cur-
rent flows.

Fig. 5

Fig. 3 shows the general arrangement

of the cinematograph and the speed con-

troller. Figs. 4 and 5 show the phono-

graph which may either be run by bat'

tery or lighting current.

SELECTIVE TUNING.
(Continued from Page 239)

relation to the wave so that four stand;

ing waves are formed. The nodes °`

three of these waves are grounded
at tile,

three ground slides, while the loop °I

the fourth wave actuates the respondthere

Any wave varying in length
with the

chosen one is grounded at the

ground slides, as they are not atnodeshof the extraneous wave. Altholl.tbed

this tuner is very close, its use feet11°14,

to short waves and those of Per With

as it will readily be seen that a wave, se'

two or more "humps" would caZefit,

rious. complications. It is also ine'Pho

and is successful for at most .0.1leer set

dred miles, while with a good Jigger of

the distance is limited to the Pf`of tte

rtheceetivraenr.smitter. and the sensitivuj
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RFD STYLO
INIC PEN CIL

To In"
uoduce
this mar.
velone ink
pencil to
readera of

11011110N

131,KTRICS
we will send
One SarliPle pre '
paid for $1.00.
Regular price
strictly $2.00.
Dealers and Agents
write for iuteresting
proposition.
We also make electric
flash lights, batteries,
the famous Universal
dry cella, electric scarf
inns. A,ladin electric gas
lighters, electric magic
lanterns; also the marvel-
ous DRY alcohol (in chunks),
Universal flaming cigar light-
er, sample sent by mail for
tOt, etc. CATALOGUE FREE.
Special prices for July and Aug.

Universal Novelty Co.
165 W. 29th St., N. Y.

IniposKible to leak, even If car-
p up,ide down. Writes like a
pen el I. I his a pluti mon-
1ridio feed wire and we
therefore glIttril II tee each
anti every pencil. Order
one 110W.

Over 2 Million of
Lisette renellim now

In use.
All editorials and
text matter of Moo-
i'RN N.LiteTiries
are written with

Red Stylo
Ink

Pencils

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

WIRELESS!
Get our new Double

Head Receivers, '15 Ohms
each Phone. Finest Head
Receivers made for short
distances.

Complete with cords,
postpaid $2.20.

Fletcher Stanley Co.
36 Frankfort St., :: New York

hen

please mention "Modern Electrics."

A. GENUINE
NOVELTY

OUR NEW
Flaming Pocket Lighter

You will need it every day in the
week. Not only used by every smoker.but it takes place of matches to light the
gas thwe stove, etc . etc. Not electric-no batteries to ear out A little deodorized alco-hol is sufficient

to operate the lighter for weeks.I, 'IMPle Mailed for 55e. Discount in 12As qr gross lots.
ALFRED 47 Vesey St., WOLFF & CO. New York City

rolease mention "Modern Electrica."

Grab's Keyless Basket Bank For the
Home

ENCOURAGES SAVING
It automatically registers the depositof each coin. Capacity $30.00. moos-ble to extract any money until $5.00or a multiple thereof in dimes is de-posited - when bank automaticallyopens. Made of solid steel and iron,oxidized copper finish. Size 2% x

inches; weight 14 ounces. Price $1.00prepaid in U. S.
Order today-money back if

not satisfied.
VICTOR 11. ORAB & CO.1101 Ashland Block,

Chicago, Ill.Agentc Our offer will interest you-Write.
When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

SOMETHING NEW
Our Canoe and Bicycle Search

Light is  wonder. Throws a
powerful beam of brilliant
white light for  distance oftoo feet. Fits any bicycle, and
can be attached to any vehicle.
By means of screw in back focus
can be adjusted. The search
light is movable to throw the
beam in any direction wanted.

Lamp is adjustable and finely nickelplated.
Works with ordinary dry cells or small stor-
age battery. Comes with 2445 volt Tantalum
lamps using ampere.

PRICE, COr1PLETE, $1 SO BY MAIL
Headquarters for scientific electrical goods. New apparatus madeto order. Inventor's materials. Models and experimental work.

Manufacturers' and Inventors' Electric Co.
8z NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

Wireless Telephony
By ERNST RUHMER

(IN ENGLISH)

With appendix by J. Erskine -

Murray, D. Sc. 225 pages, 145
illustrations.

The only work in existance
describing all the present day
systems.

Not Full of Techn!calities

but written so that the experi-
menter can easily follow it.

Everybody interested in Aero-
phony owes it to himself to own
this remarkable book.

Order at once. The work is
bound handsomely in dark green
linen with gold lettering.

Price, Postpaid, $3.75

Modern Electrics Publication
84 West Broadway, New York City

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

4o
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TELEGRAPHY TAUGHT
in the shortest possible time.

The Omnigraph Automatic Trans-
mitter combined with standard key
and sounder. Sends you telegraph
messages at any speed just as an
expert operator would. 5 styles
$2 up ; circular free.

Omnigraph Mfg. Co.
89% Cortlandt St., New YORK

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

Electric Light Fixtures
For Residence. Boat and Camping.

We construct special designs to order. We manufac-
ture all specialties of metal goods in quantities only.

Write us your requirements.
We issue no catalogue.

Gothberg flanufacturIng Co.
112 Duane Street, - - New York City

When writing please mention "liodowi Electrics."

Grobet Swiss Files
-""willftwar'-' And Other High -Grade Tools

Are shown in our catalog. Send your name and address
on postal and mention this paper and we will send free
our catalog.

MONTGOMERY &
103 Fulton Street, New York City

%lhen writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

PRINTING.

]f it's printed we do
it-and do it well.

 No matter w her e
you are located We Can Save You Money.
Our work is clean, our services more than prompt, our
prices reasonable. Catalogs, Circulars, Pamphlets
a specialty. Write us your requirements to -day.
Schoen & Kellerman, 13 Vandewater St., New York City

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

ELECTRICAL Novelties, Motors, Dyna-
mos, Telephones, Toys,

Transformers, Batter -

STREET CARS ies, etc. We are the
worlds leaders. Cut
Prices. Send 5c for

wIRELESS large. catalogs and sample
Burning Wire. The 5c return-
ed with first order. Can save

you money on your magazines and papers. We give
valuable premiums with orders.

MEYER'S ELECTRICAL HOUSE
EVANSVILLE, WIS.

OEM', 1.1-,08

hen writing please mention "Modern Electrics." than 200, good rubber gloves s

PATENTS
Advice Free. Rates Reasonable

Highest References. Best Services
SEND FOR FREE BOOKS

WATSON E.COLEMAN
Patent Lawyer Washington, D. C.

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

A green wrapper on MODERN ELEC-

1 RICS means your subscription has ex-
pired. You want to know what's going
on in Electrics, don't you ? Send in
our sub. before you forget it.

THE CONSTRUCTION
SMALL TRANSFORM

(Continued from Page 2aVIE°1
,,

der : 400, 300, 200, 100, 0, i n7)

85, 90, 95, 100. C ' ' v, '5 8

is, connect the wire that you set Coil' --at

the coil to the bindin

to binding post marked 400;

order as they come fgroP

onnect the w 0,

55, 65,6-5-'1n5',,2°,2S

mosts '

thin the same

with

tres from

30, 35, 40, 45, 50,

binding post marked 300; tapp N
binding post marked 200, etc. Theo.

13. 1 to

the small upright marks
denote the 11. d2:

ing posts and the numbers betweenlyinFwsb.

ing is shown diagrammatical

for the number of turns.
To use the transformer proceed as

follows : If your circuit is 110 volts al-
ternating current connect one of the elec-
tric light wires to binding post marked
100 on the left of the 0 post and one

wire to binding post marked 10 on the
right of the 0 post, or any two posts that
have from 100 to 110 numbers between
them. If your circuit is 52 volts connect
the wires to two binding posts that have
from 50 between them,

etc. Now, if you connect two wires to
binding posts marked 0 and 5 you

will get approximately 5 volts, if

to posts marked 0 and 25 you

will get 25 volts, etc. If you

want more than 110 volts, move the left

hand wire to the post marked 100 on the

left of the 0 post, then you must add 100

to the number of the post that the right

hand wire is connected to. If more thand

200 volts are wanted, move the left hand

wire to post marked 200, etc. In this way

any voltage from 5 to 500 may be ob

tained. Fig. 3 is a drawing of the com-

plete transformer.
When working with voltages of 111, °I,ree

houlo v

worn, because a current of 200 volts i!

very dangerous, sometimes proving
fatal.

Although the above transformer
wa,s,

designed to work on a current of 60 Os

Iles, it will work equally well on current

of 133 cycles.

TESLA COIL. our at",11,11'

An error which escaped
tion was made in an article on t14,11e..e

Coil in our last issue. When

the secondary of 400 turns the

should be spaced 1/27 inch apart, -

stead of 1/16 inch.
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EN a only hold good for September, we have been besieged byhundreds
0 UNCEM

r Although we stated last month that the prices given below wouldof our customers to let these prices stand for another month. Most
is could not just then afford to invest in our head receivers and in our coils, and we there-

trieepet this extroardi ar offer for October. We pledge ourselves
that this offer will positively

gr°eudreYe°iduedgrfafter October 31st, ancillthOse w saved their money should take advantage of these slau
n(). hold PC! we might state that since we are in business

we have never had such tremendo. s results
incident)!

frin2 rao'f E. for their kind patronage.
paces. advertising as our page ad. in September issue of modern Electrics. We herewith thank the

Wireless
Head

Receivers
adopted
emu Wireless Tele-

by the Mar -

graph Companies, new
1905 model. Very light;
we guarantee that
these receivers will fit
ears tightly and ex-
clude all external
noise. Will send C. 0.
D. with full privilege
of inspection on receipt
of $1.00 deposit, or n3
deposit if express
charges are guaran-
teed by your local ex-
press agent.

1305
All our receivers are wound with 4,000 turns No. 50 copper wire.No.1305 (each receiver 1000 Ohms)......$7.00

regular price, $10.00No. 1307 1 ter iyer only 1000  ... 3.50 4.00Resistance Guaranteed.

Wireless

Spark

Coils
The most

efficient in
the world.
We build
more wire-
less coils
than all other
makers in
the lI S. com-
bined.

No. 4366-
1% in. spark,

a"' $7.00
Reg. price $8.

_ No. 1080- inch spark, now $10.50. Regular price, $12.00.SPecial: No. 12090, 3 inch spark coil 21.00. Regular price, $25.00.if you ever wanted a good Coil-here is the chance of your life.

Our new private line
Phones No. 2201 (similar
to our No. 1022)

ENTIRELY IN STEEL
finely oxydized. The only
phones thus made. Im-
possible to shrink or warp.

Guaranteed to work 3000
feet or money back.

These phones are guar-
anteed for one year.

Now $3.50 per set
of Two Stations.

Regular price $5.00.

FAINPOIL
A-1. \0. 1335 Heaviest & best iMPSets X. NOW

Lea den Jars, etc. Reg. price,
orted grade 0 A

50c per lb. atfiC

Tantalum Lamps
No. 1273. 131, 2, 3/, 4, 6,8, 10, volts only, from 1 to10 C. P. respectively, gives

more light for less current
consumption than any ex-isting lamp.
Now 29c. By mail 31c.

Regular price, 35c

Electro Rheostat Regulator
No. 5000. Without doubt the

most efficient Rheostat on the

market. Guaranteed 10 ohms,
capacity for continuous current:
2 amperes. Price now

60c by Mail
Regular price, 75c.

Porcelain Base Switches

for wireless, etc. No. 1311. Single pole,
double throw, 24c by mail, 6c extra

Regular price, 35c.

No. 1313. Double pole, double throw,

15 amperes, 33c by mail, 10c extra
Regular price, 42c.

..i,r,i,s,--to:ricath.j..cvseli),epeeiaciliapri,ces

orders for less than 50 cents ot accepted. If you have'nt got our 100 page
est faeo,ndo.2, 4, containing over 150 illustrations, valuable information on coils,

""4'eks " ExPerime t
The Electro Importing Co. 561 West Broadway, New York

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."
Electries" guarantees the reliability of its advertisers.



"Yes, I'm sorry that you cannot fill the position, but what I need
is a trained man-a man who thoroughly understands the work."

"No, there's no other position open-we've hundreds of appli-
cants now on the list waiting for the little jobs. This position calls
for a TRAINED man. Good day."

That's it. There's a big call for the trained man-the man
who can handle the big things-the man who is an expert.

You can easily receive the training that will put you in the class
of well -paid men. You can't begin to understand how quickly the
little coupon below will bring you success. Already it has helped
thousands of men to better -paving positions and more congenial work.
It will cost you only a two -cent stamp to learn how it is all done.
Just mark the coupon as directed and mail it today. The Inter-
national Correspondence Schools have a way to help you.

During last year over 4,000 students voluntarily reported better
positions and higher salaries secured through I. C. S. training.
only this small percentage of our
student body there was brought
increased salaries amounting in one
year to over Two Million Dollars!

Don't fill a little job all your
life when you can so easily move
up in the world.

The Business of this Place is
to Raise Salaries.

NOW is the time to mark
the coupon.

To

International Correspondence Schools
Box 992, Scranton, Pa.

Please explain. without further obligation on my part,

how I can qualify for a larger salary in the pos.'

lion before which is marked X.

Electrical Engineer
Electric -Lighting Supt.
Electric -Railway Supt.
Electrician
Electric Car Running
Electric Mach. Design.
Dynamo -Foreman
Dynamo Tender
Wireman
Telegraph Engineer
Telephone Engineer
Civil Engineer

Name
St. and No.
City

Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
R. R. Const'n Engiiwer

Mining Engineer
Architect

ArchitectABcCPodluoenvmb.nt rk.cettkep

Bookkeeper

Da' nar dat fBt

wilder

me - amt

Civil Service Exatnsi

State -- ### 

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

" Modern Eleetrics " guarantees the reliability of its advertisers.


